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A B S T R AC T
Contact binaries are close binary systems whose components are in physical contact and
share an atmosphere. They comprise about ∼ 10 − 20% of all binaries in present photo-
metric sky surveys like Kepler and OGLE and thousands of light curves and spectra of
these stars are already available, a number that is expected to increase by several orders
of magnitude with new all-sky surveys like Gaia and LSST. Despite being abundant, the
structure of contact binaries puzzles astronomers to this day. The inconsistencies with ob-
servations and the mere complexity of the theoretical models of mass and heat transfer in
these objects have resulted in their continuous neglect in modern tools of binary star anal-
ysis. The light curve analysis is instead carried out through populating the surface of the
contact envelope with blackbody radiation properties, or model atmospheres computed
under assumptions that apply to single stars. This Thesis highlights the key problems and
inconsistencies of contact binary modeling today and proposes a framework that serves
to bridge the gap between the large influx of observational data and the lack of accurate
models for the analysis of said data. The basic principles of a newly developed and freely
available generalized radiative transfer code are outlined and their application to different
geometries and stellar structures is discussed. The final goal of this ambitious project is
the computation of model atmospheres under the correct assumptions for contact bina-
ries for use in modern binary star analysis codes. This will enable testing of the many
theoretical models at hand on high-quality data that would not only reveal the true struc-
ture and populations of contact binaries, but if applied to the large samples of data from
present and future large-scale sky surveys, will also uncover fundamental aspects of their
formation and evolution.
Keywords: (stars:) binaries: close, (stars:) binaries: eclipsing, (stars:) binaries: spectro-
scopic, stars: atmospheres, radiative transfer, methods: numerical
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P OV Z E T E K
Kontaktne dvojne zvezde so tesne dvojnice, pri katerih sta zvezdi v fizicˇnem stiku in si
delita atmosfero. Obsegajo približno ∼ 10 − 20% vseh dvojnih zvezd v dosedanjih fo-
tometricˇnih in spektroskopskih pregledih neba, kot sta Kepler in OGLE. Na tisocˇe svet-
lobnih krivulj in spektrov teh zvezd je že na voljo in pricˇakujemo, da se bo število po-
datkov povecˇalo za nekaj redov velikosti z novimi pregledi celotnega neba, kot sta Gaia
in LSST. Kljub velikemu številu podatkov kontaktnih dvojnic, njihova struktura še zmeraj
ni v celoti razkrita. Sodobna orodja za analizo podatkov dvojnih zvezd ne upoštevajo
teoreticˇnih modelov prenosa mase in toplote v kontaktnih dvojnicah, kar je posledica ne-
doslednosti in kompleksnosti problema. Namesto tega, analiza svetlobnih krivulj poteka
z modeliranjem kontaktnih ovojnic s pomocˇjo modelov sevanja cˇrnega telesa ali atmos-
fer enojnih zvezd. Disertacija poudarja kljucˇne probleme in nedoslednosti modeliranja
kontaktnih dvojnih zvezd danes ter predlaga nacˇin kako uskladiti veliki pritok opazoval-
nih podatkov in pomanjkanje natancˇnih modelov za analizo le-teh. Opisana so osnovna
nacˇela nove kode za sevalni prenos ter uporaba kode za modeliranje sevalnega prenosa v
razlicˇnih geometrijskih in zvezdnih strukturah. Koncˇni cilj tega ambicioznega projekta je
izracˇun atmosferskih modelov kontaktnih dvojnih zvezd in njihova uporaba v sodobnih
kodah za analizo dvojnic. To bo omogocˇilo preskušanje številnih teoreticˇnih modelov na
visokokakovostnih podatkih iz sedanjih in prihodnjih obsežnih pregledih neba, ki ne bi le
razkrili resnicˇne strukture in populacije kontaktnih dvojnic, ampak tudi odkrili bistvene
lastnosti njihovega nastanka in razvoja.
Kljucˇne besede: (zvezde:) dvojnice: tesne, (zvezde:) dvojnice: prekrivalne, (zvezde:)
dvojnice: spektroskopske, zvezde: atmosfere, sevalni prenos, metode: numericˇne
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1
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Studies of stellar populations in the Galaxy show that at least 50% of all stars come in
gravitationally bound binary or multiple star systems (Abt 1983; Pinfield et al. 2003). The
orbital motion of the stars about the common center of mass in these systems results in
periodic variations of the stellar position, radial velocity and measured flux with respect to
the observer, that set them apart from single stars and make them relatively easy to identify.
This has led to the development of several powerful methods of detection, analysis and
classification, based on which we can identify several types of binary stars.
Visual binaries are binary systems with angular separation between the two compo-
nents that is sufficiently large for the separate stars to be resolved in a telescope or high-
resolution binoculars (sometimes even by naked eye). In some cases, two stars can appear
very close on the sky by chance alignment of their lines of sight, which does not necessar-
ily mean they are gravitationally bound. Unlike some visual binaries, astrometric binaries
are gravitationally bound systems of stars that display periodic shifts in their perceived po-
sitions on the plane of sky as they orbit the common center of mass. In some cases, the
fainter component may not be visible to our instruments, thus its presence is detected
through the variation of the position of the brighter star. Measurements of the positional
variation of the stars on the plane of sky make it possible to reconstruct the projected orbit
of the system and estimate the masses of the two stars. For a system to be detectable via
this method, it should be either relatively close to the observer or have a large orbital sepa-
ration. More powerful telescopes and space-based missions, in particular Gaia (Perryman
et al. 2001), have recently significantly pushed the limits of this method.
During the rotation about the common center of mass, the radial velocity of the star
with respect to a stationary observer changes periodically. This is observed as a periodic
displacement of the spectral lines towards the blue and red part of the spectrum due to
the Doppler effect. The Doppler effect is used to obtain the radial velocity curve of the
binary star, through which its orbital properties and the ratio of projected masses of the
stars can be determined. Binary stars discovered through this periodic radial velocity shift
in their spectral lines are called spectroscopic binaries. Eclipsing (photometric) binaries
are detected through the periodic variation in their observed flux. If the inclination1 of
the binary orbit with respect to the observer is such that at a given point in time one of
the stars crosses the disk of the other, part of the light coming from the background star
will be blocked, leading to a dip (eclipse) in the observed flux of the system. In some
cases when the orientation of the system does not lead to eclipses, a characteristic light
curve can still be observed if the stars are significantly tidally distorted and these binaries
are called ellipsoidal variables. Analysis of the produced light curve of either eclipsing
of ellipsoidal binaries can determine the values of parameters related to the morphology,
orbit, relative sizes and radiative properties of the system. If the combined photometric
1 Inclination in this Thesis is defined as the angle between the normal of the orbital plane and the plane of sky
of the observer. An inclination of i = 90∘ corresponds to an edge-on orientation, while i = 0∘ corresponds
to a face-on orientation of the orbit.
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and spectroscopic observations of a binary system display eclipses and radial velocities for
both stars, their analysis can yield a complete description of the binary star with absolute
values of all parameters: the stellar masses, radii, semi-major axis of the orbit, inclination,
ratio of temperatures, etc. If photometric data are available in multiple passbands, the
differences in the observed passband fluxes (the star’s color indices) can yield estimates
of the absolute stellar temperatures (Caldwell et al. 1993). However, a limitation of these
two methods is the orientation of the orbit: if the system is face-on (the orbit lies in the sky
plane) there would be no eclipses (or aspect-dependent flux variation), as well as no radial
velocity variation with respect to the observer. In those cases, astrometric measurements
are a better source of information as the positional variation is visible for any inclination
of the orbit.
The absolute values of stellar parameters like mass, radius, luminosity, etc, are crucial
in the analysis of statistical samples of stars used to constrain the theories of star formation
and evolution. In addition to providing these values by direct measurements, stars in close
binary orbits are important for stellar evolution because they can affect each other by
means of mass transfer, which can significantly alter their evolutionary paths compared
to those of single stars. Mass transfer in close binaries can also lead to the formation and,
sometimes, a consequent expulsion of a common envelope, producing even tighter orbits
and/or contact binaries (González Martínez-País et al. 2014). Other peculiar phenomena,
like accretion disks and high energy bursts from systems where one of the components is
a compact object (white dwarf, neutron star or a black hole), provide ground for studies
of the hydrodynamics, magnetodynamics and nuclear reactions that take place in such
extreme circumstances that we cannot reproduce in a laboratory on Earth. All of this
places binary stars among the most important objects of modern stellar astrophysics.
Contact binary stars are by-products of a peculiar stellar evolutionary path in which
a binary star’s components have reached, and spend most of their lifetimes in, physical
contact. They have very short orbital periods of 0.3 - 1 day (Webbink 2003), that makes
them easy to detect in photometric studies due to their characteristic light curves that show
continuous light variation over short timescales. They comprise about ∼ 10 − 20% of all
binaries in current photometric sky-surveys (Kirk et al. 2016; Soszyn´ski et al. 2016) and
this number is expected to increase with new data from large scale sky surveys with irreg-
ular cadence (e.g., Gaia (Perryman et al. 2001), LSST (Ivezic et al. 2008), TESS (Ricker
et al. 2014), PLATO (Rauer et al. 2014)) that favor shorter period binaries with prominent
light curve variation (as shown in Chapter 3 of this Thesis). The most notable representa-
tives of contact binaries are W UMa stars, whose light curves are characterized by eclipses
of almost equal depth and little color variation, suggesting similar surface temperatures of
the two components. As their evolutionary phase and effective temperatures are similar,
one would expect the two components to also have similar masses, but spectroscopic anal-
yses have shown that the majority of contact binaries have mass ratios that deviate from
unity, even by a great amount – a typical value for W UMa systems is q = 0.5, but can go
as low as 0.07-0.08 (Rucinski et al. 2001; Arbutina 2009). This in turn requires elaborate
modeling of the mass and energy transfer inside the common envelope to reproduce the
observed effects.
The evolution of two stars into a stable contact configuration has also been a subject
of a lot of debate and several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the formation
of these close systems from the detached ones. The common envelope scenario relates
2
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the tightening of the orbits with tidal friction that occurs between the common envelope
(formed by mass transfer from one star to the other) and an asynchronously rotating com-
ponent (Paczynski 1976). This mechanism takes away orbital energy and enhances the
shrinking of the orbit until the amount of released orbital energy is sufficient to expel the
common envelope, leaving behind a closer, short-period binary star, or, in some cases,
a contact binary. If the close detached star has a period of several days and its compo-
nents are cool main-sequence stars, they would undergo further angular momentum loss
through magnetic braking and evolve into contact over the course of several billion years
(Ste¸pien´ 2006, 2011). This scenario is in agreement with the observational population of
contact binaries, which are mainly found in older clusters and the old disk of the Galaxy.
Another likely scenario of contact binary formation is the one involving Kozai cycles
with tidal friction in triple systems (Eggleton & Kisseleva-Eggleton 2006). Triple stellar
systems have stable orbits if the inner binary orbit is much smaller than the outer orbit
of the third body (hierarchical systems), therefore the gravitational perturbations of the
third body on the inner binary must be weak. However, even in these cases, the weak
perturbations can affect the orbit of the inner binary, most commonly causing precession
of the inner orbital plane, if the inner and outer orbits are not aligned. Kozai (1962) found
that, during precession, if the initial mutual inclination of circular inner and outer orbits
is within a range [ic, 180∘ − ic] defined by a critical angle ic, the inner orbit would not be
able to remain circular. The eccentricity of the inner binary and the mutual inclination of
the inner and outer orbital planes would undergo cycles, known as Kozai cycles. In this
scenario, if the period of the inner orbit is of the order of several months, and the period
of the outer orbit is between ∼ 10− 1, 000 years, with relative orbital inclination between
390 and 1410, Kozai cycles can lead to large cycles in the eccentricity of the inner orbit
for constant values of the inner period and, consequently, semi-major axis. In the highly
eccentric periods, tidal friction will occur during the close encounters of the two stars at
the point in orbit where the distance between them is the smallest (periastron), which takes
away energy from the orbit and reduces the period and the semi-major axis. Numerical
simulations (Fabrycky & Tremaine 2007) show that this process stops when the inner
period reaches about ∼ 2 − 3 days, but the rapidly rotating main-sequence stars in these
binaries would further undergo mass loss and magnetic braking, reducing the period of
the inner orbit further. As the period decreases to a few hours, the stars become too large
with respect to the size of the orbit causing the system to come into contact and form
a contact envelope. The further evolution of the two stars in the contact envelope phase
depends on the mechanisms of heat and mass transfer, which are still poorly understood.
Further angular momentum loss would lead to a merger of the two stars into one. Blue
stragglers, stars found in clusters that seem to be younger and more luminous that the
rest of the cluster, are believed to have formed precisely from these binary star mergers
(Leonard 1989). The distinct mechanisms that sustain the contact configuration for long
periods of time, or cause further angular momentum loss, thus need to be understood in
detail for these populations of stars to be accounted for properly in stellar evolutionary
models.
For this reason, the hydro- and thermodynamical structure of contact binaries has been
studied in great detail over the last few decades and has shown to be rather complex and
does not necessarily fit the predictions of simple hydrodynamical models. In all cases,
a mechanism of stable mass and heat transfer is required, which in many models leads
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to problems such as inconsistency with observations (Lucy 1968), cycles of contact and
detached phases (Flannery 1976), a representative sample of which has not been identi-
fied observationally, unphysical structures (Shu et al. 1976), or complexity that surpasses
the current computational capabilities, thus imposing many a-priori assumptions. On the
other hand, the sheer abundance of these objects has led to a frequent analysis of contact
binary data and published models of the determined system parameters. This analysis is
usually done with binary star modeling software in which the contact envelope surface
is populated with values derived from radiative transfer models of single stars, with un-
derlying assumptions that often do not hold in contact binaries. Because of this, system
parameters derived through these models are not necessarily accurate and reliable and can
produce unphysical jumps in the surface temperature distribution of the model (as shown
in Chapter 4 of this Thesis), if the temperature ratio of the two components is not unity.
On the other hand, the rapid development of technological equipment and computa-
tional power has led to the construction of instruments that incorporate a series of tech-
nological breakthroughs (e.g. new wavelength windows, bigger and more powerful ob-
servatories, space telescopes, adaptive optics, multifiber spectroscopy) that has caused an
exponential growth of high-quality data, making sky surveys a crucial component in as-
tronomical studies. A detailed overview of the history of astronomical observations, the
technological breakthroughs that accompany them and the many different types of sky
surveys in all wavelengths and for various scientific goals can be found in Djorgovski
et al. (2013), while those discussed here are predominantly important in the field of stellar
astrophysics.
Earlier sky surveys, like Hipparcos (1989-1993) (Perryman et al. 1997) and 2MASS
(1997-2001) (Skrutskie et al. 2006) were dedicated to precise measurements of the as-
trometric positions and photometric properties of stars, producing extensive stellar cata-
logs of millions of stars (∼ 2.5 million in the Tycho-2 catalog and ∼ 470 million in the
2MASS database). Spectrophotometric surveys, like SDSS (York et al. 2000) and RAVE
(Steinmetz et al. 2006) expanded on these studies with spectroscopic measurements of the
stellar motions in our Galaxy and produced kinematic catalogs of thousands to millions
of stars (∼ 500, 000 in RAVE, ∼ 3 million in SDSS). At the forefront of the large-scale
spectroscopic surveys today are surveys like HERMES-Galah (Zucker et al. 2012) and
Gaia-ESO (Gilmore et al. 2012), which are primarily focused on the study of galactic
archeology that aims to reconstruct the structure and evolution of our Galaxy by mea-
suring ages and chemical compositions of stellar populations. On the other hand, studies
of extrasolar planets have propelled the construction of high-precision photometric instru-
ments and extrasolar planetary search missions, like the space-based Kepler (Borucki et al.
2010) and ground-based OGLE (Udalski et al. 2015) missions that have resulted in large
data sets (∼ 150, 000 stars in Kepler and ∼ 5 million in OGLE) of high-quality photomet-
ric data. The Gaia mission is currently the largest all-sky survey, performing astrometric,
spectrophotometric and radial velocity measurements of about one billion objects in our
Galaxy, spanning a wide range of scientific goals, from studies of the formation and evolu-
tion of our Galaxy, extrasolar planet detections, stellar astrophysics, tests of cosmological
models and fundamental physics (Perryman et al. 2001). We are, thus, now able to build
large statistical samples of various types of celestial objects that provide the means for
ground-breaking large-scale studies of our Galaxy and the Universe as a whole, while
also discovering a number of potentially interesting objects that can be used in subse-
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quent, more thorough studies. A summary of the studies discussed here and several other
sky surveys carried out in the last three decades can be found in Table 1.1.
The lack of accurate models of contact binaries, combined with the large inflow of data
from photometric and spectroscopic large-scale sky surveys, is the main motivation be-
hind this Thesis. The development of automated methods of detection and classification
of binary stars yields fast identification of contact binary candidates, while the develop-
ment of a general radiative transfer code that works with any stellar or contact binary
structure model will yield a more accurate method of analysis of these objects and their
contributions to the stellar populations, formation and evolution. Chapter 2 provides an
overview of standard theoretical models of stars and binary stars that have been used in the
development of the new methods presented in this Thesis. Chapter 3 offers an overview
of the methods of observation of contact binary stars and their populations in photomet-
ric and spectroscopic studies. An overview of the classification methods of highest rele-
vance to this Thesis is also given in Chapter 3. This Thesis’ contribution to the field is
a proposed automated pipeline for classification of Gaia eclipsing binaries and its appli-
cation to Gaia-simulated Kepler light curves, which yields an estimate of the expected
populations of eclipsing binaries that would be observed with Gaia. The current state of
numerical modeling of contact binaries and the need for better and more accurate models
in binary star analysis software is presented in Chapter 4. The basics of radiative transfer
and the radiative transfer code that is being developed by the author for the goal of more
accurate modeling of contact binary atmospheres is given in Chapter 5. Conclusions of
the Thesis can be found in Chapter 6.
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T H E O R E T I C A L M O D E L I N G O F S I N G L E A N D B I NA RY S TA R S
This chapter provides an overview of the theoretical models of stars and binary systems
that parts of the work carried out for the purposes of this Thesis rely on. The Roche
model of binary stars, the stellar structure equations and the polytropic solutions for spher-
ical, differentially rotating and tidally distorted stars that are currently implemented in the
newly developed radiative transfer code COBAIN (Chapter 5) are discussed in detail. A
brief summary of the radiative properties of stars is also given in the final Section of this
Chapter.
2.1 the roche model and binary star morphology
The simplest model of a binary star system can be derived assuming that the gravitational
potential of a spherical body of mass m is equivalent to that of a point mass m (Binney
& Tremaine 2008). Since stars are roughly spherical, centrally condensed objects, this
approximation seems reasonable enough. But not all stars in binaries conform to the as-
sumption of sphericity - in close binary stars and especially, contact binaries, tidal forces
distort the stellar shapes significantly, which calls for the formulation of other models that
represent the properties and dynamics of the binary system more accurately. In these cases,
the Roche model, in which the stellar photospheres are treated as equipotential surfaces
of a mutual gravitational and centrifugal potential, offers a more adequate description of
the system (Kallrath & Milone 2009).
The Roche model of binary stars is based on the following assumptions:
• The two components are treated as point masses surrounded by massless envelopes
in circular orbits around the common center of mass. The potential is therefore a
sum of the gravitation of two point sources and a centrifugal potential due to the
rotation of the system. In this formulation, the stars are at rest in the coordinate
system which is co-rotating with the binary system, therefore the terms describing
the Coriolis force can be neglected.
• The periods of free non-radial oscillations are negligible in comparison with the
orbital period and the geometrical shape of the components is determined only by
the instantaneous force field, or consequently, the potential of its surface. Radial
oscillations are typically implemented in numerical codes in addition to the Roche
model through modifications of the size of stellar surfaces in accordance with stellar
pulsation models.
• The stars rotate as rigid bodies, therefore differential rotation is neglected.
The stellar surfaces computed through the Roche model are good approximations of
the true stellar shape, however, the assumptions can render the Roche model inadequate
for dealing with more complex physical mechanisms in stars, especially differential rota-
tion. Therefore, in contact binaries, additional care should be taken if the system shows
7
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evidence of differential rotation and flows, which break the Roche model assumptions.
In the pilot stage of development and testing of our radiative transfer code, the simplified
Roche model treatment of contact binaries is retained, while more complex structures that
break the Roche model assumptions are to be implemented in future work.
Figure 2.1: Definition of the coordinate system used in the Roche model.
The geometry of the coordinate system used in the Roche model is illustrated in Figure
2.1. The origin of the Cartesian system is placed at the center of the more massive star,
while the x coordinate points to the center of the other star. The center of the secondary
star is thus placed at r⃗ ′ = (a, 0, 0), where a is the semi-major axis of the relative orbit.
The z axis is normal to the orbital plane and the y axis is fixed by the "right-handed"
stipulation.
Due to the geometry of the problem it is more convenient to introduce spherical coor-
dinates:
x = r sin θ cosφ = λr ,
y = r sin θ sinφ = µr ,
z = r cos θ = νr ,
(2.1)
where r is the modulus of the radius vector r⃗ = (x, y, z), and
λ = sin θ cosφ , µ = sin θ sinφ , ν = cos θ , (2.2)
are the direction cosines. φ is the longitude, which is zero in the direction toward the
companion star and increases counterclockwise, and θ is the colatitude, which is zero at
the z axis and increases clockwise.
Assuming that a test particle of mass m at position r⃗ = (x, y, z) is on or within the
surface of the star, it will be at rest with respect to the coordinate system due to the
assumption of rigid rotation and will not feel the Coriolis force. The net force exerted on
the particle is then composed of the force of the pressure gradient F⃗p, the gravitational
force F⃗g and the centrifugal force due to the rotation of the system with angular velocity
ω:
F⃗p + F⃗g +mω2r⃗ω = 0 (2.3)
V∇p+m∇ψ = 0 (2.4)
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where F⃗p = V∇p and the sum of the gravitational and centrifugal forces can be expressed
as the gradient of an effective potential ψ. r⃗ω is the vector pointing from the center of mass
of the system to the projection of the position of the test particle in the xy plane:
r⃗ω = (x, y, 0) − (xc, 0, 0) = (x − xc, y, 0), (2.5)








where a is the semi-major axis of the relative orbit and q = M2/M1 is the mass ratio.
It follows from Eq. 2.3 that the pressure and effective potential are parallel:
∇p = −ρ∇ψ thus, ∇ρ ×∇ψ = 0 (2.7)
Therefore, the surfaces of constant density, pressure and effective potential coincide and
the shape of the star is determined by the corresponding equipotential surface (Prša 2005).
The effective potential that gives rise to the gravitational and centrifugal force given in
Eq. 2.3 can be written as:









where r1 and r2 are the distances of the test mass from the centers of the first and second
component, respectively and can be written as:
r1 = r
r2 = (r2 − 2xa+ a2)1/2 = (r2 − 2λra+ a2)1/2
(2.9)
The length of the vector r⃗ω can then be written as:













Having assumed the axial rotation of the two stars is synchronous with the orbital mo-








Substituting equations 2.11 and 2.9 into Eq. 2.8, and introducing the normalized (or
modified) Roche potential Ω:







we get the dimensionless and most useful form of the Roche potential as a function of
the dimensionless distance of the test mass from the origin of the coordinate system (r →






1 − 2λr + r2
− λr
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+ 12(q+ 1)r2(1 − ν2) (2.13)
The distance r in this formulation scales with the semi-major axis a and, if the value of
the semi-major axis is known, all quantities scale with it accordingly.
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2.1.1 Morphological classification of binary systems
The Roche model offers a very simple and effective determination of the sizes and shapes
of the system components. The shape of a component is fully determined by the value of
the effective potential on its surface: given Ω, we can use Eq. 2.13 to obtain the value of
the radius r for given λ and ν (Prša 2005).













1 − 2λr + r2
− λr
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+ 12(q+ 1)r2(1 − ν2) = 1rpole + q√︁1+ r2pole . (2.15)
Eq. 2.15 can be solved iteratively using the Newton-Raphson method for each λ and
ν, using rpole as the initial value, to obtain the shape of the whole stellar surface. The
shapes of different equipotentials are shown in Figure 2.2. The two critical equipotentials
correspond to zero-velocity surfaces where mass transfer from one component onto the
other (ΩL1) and mass loss from the entire system (ΩL2) can occur, respectively. The
inner equipotentialΩL1 is called the Roche lobe and is of fundamental importance for the
classification and evolution of binary stars.
Based on whether the potential of the star is higher, lower or equal to the potential of
the Roche lobe1 binary star can fall into one of the following three morphological classes
(Prša 2005):
• Detached binaries - the potentials of both components have values higher than the
Roche lobe. The stars are thus bound by separate equipotential surfaces and their
evolution is largely independent from one another.
• Semi-detached binaries - in these systems one of the components fills its Roche
lobe, while the other is bound by a separate equipotential surface. The evolution of
these systems is not independent, and they may undergo mass transfer and can be
surrounded by circumstellar clouds.
• Contact binaries - systems in which both stars overfill their Roche lobes and share
a common equipotential surface. The components may or may not be in thermal
equilibrium with each other, and their evolution is strongly dependent on one an-
other. Since the two stars in a contact binary lie on the same equipotential, a single
parameter can be used to describe where in the range of the two critical surfaces the




ΩL1 −ΩL2 , (2.16)
1 In the normalization introduced in Eq. 2.12, the physical potential ψ is multiplied by a negative sign, there-
fore a higher (positive) dimensionless potential Ω will correspond to a more bound (negative) physical
potential ψ.
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Figure 2.2: Contour plot of equipotential surfaces (solid contours) and the two critical equipoten-
tials (dashed contours) in the orbital plane of a binary with q = 0.5.
where ΩL1, ΩL2 and Ωs are the Roche potential values of the inner critical, outer
critical and surface equipotential, respectively.
2.2 stellar structure and polytropic solutions
If we assume a star is a spherically symmetric body whose structure is time-invariant (at
least for long periods of time), its interior structure can be approximated with functions
of the radial distance from the center of the star. The laws governing these functions can
be expressed with four basic equations that determine the mass conservation, hydrostatic
equilibrium, energy conservation and transport inside the star. Extensive overview and
derivation of these laws can be found in many textbooks of stellar astrophysics (e.g. Kip-
penhahn & Weigert (1990)) and only a brief summary is given here for reference.
• The mass dM(r) of a shell of density ρ(r) between radii r and r + dr is given with




• The balance between the gravitational forces acting radially inward and the gas
pressure acting radially outward in a shell between radii r and r + dr is given by





ρ(r) = −g(r)ρ(r) (2.18)
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• The law of energy conservation relates the energy flow l(r) through a sphere of




• Energy can be transported in the interior of stars by means of random thermal parti-
cle motions through conduction (motions of gas particles) or radiation (motions of
photons), as well as convection (cyclic bulk motions of gas).






where κ(r) is the opacity which depends on the temperature, density and chemical
composition of the star, and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.






where λc is the coefficient of conductivity which depends on the temperature, den-
sity and chemical composition of the star.
In the presence of strong temperature gradients, instabilities in the gas can give rise
to macroscopic cyclic gas motions, or convection. Our understanding of convec-
tion is still incomplete and relies on simplified models, most commonly the mixing
length theory (MLT) (Prandtl & Tietjens 1925), which treats the gas as composed
of discrete elements that move through the star as far as a characteristic length (the
mixing length) before they dissolve and exchange energy with their surroundings.
The criterion for convection to develop is given in terms of the radiative and adia-
batic temperature gradients:⃒⃒⃒⃒⃒











Therefore, if the radiative temperature gradient exceeds the adiabatic limit:⃒⃒⃒⃒⃒








where γ is the adiabatic constant; convective motions will develop in the gas. A
detailed derivation of the convective flux is beyond the scope of this Thesis and can
be found in Kippenhahn & Weigert (1990) and Pols (2011).
The four basic stellar structure equations depend on three auxiliary equations that give the
pressure, coefficient of conductivity and energy generation rate as functions of the density,
temperature and chemical composition of the star. Among these we can use polytropic
models, which use simple power laws to describe the pressure dependence on density:




2.2 stellar structure and polytropic solutions
K and γ are constants and n is the polytropic index of the model that determines the
functional form of the stellar density:
ρ = ρcθ
n , (2.25)
where ρc is the central density and θ is a dimensionless variable. The pressure can then be
expressed as:
P = Kρcθn+1 = Pcθn+1 , (2.26)
with Pc = Kρc the central pressure of the star. The temperature of an ideal gas can then
be expressed as:
T = Tcθ . (2.27)
Because temperature follows the functional form of the dimensionless variable, θ is some-
times referred to as the dimensionless temperature.
These models can be used in combination with the mass conservation and hydrostatic
equilibrium equations to yield a complete solution for the stellar structure. Deriving Eq. 2.18
























































= −θn . (2.30)
The boundary conditions at the center are:







For some values of the polytropic index (n = 0, 1, 5) the Lane-Emden equation has an
analytical solution, while for all the rest it needs to be written as a set of two first-order dif-
ferential equations and solved numerically. Deviations from the assumptions of sphericity
will also additionally alter the shape of the Lane-Emden equation and the dimensionless
variables, as can be seen in the following Sections.
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2.2.1 Polytropic solutions for tidally distorted stars
Polytropic solutions of tidally distorted stars can be computed using the Roche potential.
The method, first introduced in Mohan & Saxena (1983), uses an approximate solution
for the radius at any given point on the surface or the interior of the stars:











+ r80(qP7 + 8qa0P4 + 4q
2P23) + r
9
0(qP8 + 9qa0P5 + 9q
2P3P4)+
+ r100 (qP9 + 10qa0P6 + 5q
2(P24 + 2P3P5) +𝒪(r110 )] ,
(2.32)




Ω − q , (2.33)
and m = (q+ 1)/2, P j = P j(λ) are Legendre’s polynomials, a is the semi-major axis of
the relative orbit, and a0 is defined as:
a0 = qP2 +m(1 − ν2) . (2.34)










Figure 2.3: The stellar surface of a tidally distorted star computed through the approximate solu-
tion (Eq. 2.32) and numerical Newton-Raphson iterative search.
This approximation does not yield accurate enough radii for higher values of the colati-
tude in stars that experience strong tidal distortion (Figure 2.3) and in practice is not used
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for the computation of equipotential surfaces. However, because of its analytic form, it is
useful for the derivation of the approximate polytropic solution.
The approximate surface area and volume of the tidally distorted star are:




















































Once the shape of the star is obtained, the polytropic structure can be determined
with Kippenhan & Thomas’s technique of equivalent spherical surfaces (Kippenhahn &
Thomas 1970). An equivalent radius rψ of each equipotential is computed2, such that the
































The values of density, pressure, temperature and surface gravity are then replaced with
a corresponding mean value (ρψ, Pψ, Tψ, gψ) over each equipotential. Assuming a star in
hydrostatic equilibrium, the values of density and pressure over an equipotential surface
will be constant, thus the mean values correspond to the true physical values. Additionally
assuming adiabatic equilibrium will have the same effect on equipotential temperatures.
Following Kippenhahn & Thomas (1970), the equations of mass conservation and hydro-
static equilibrium with the mean equipotential values of the parameters can be written as:
dMψ
drψ





ρψ fd , (2.40)
where fd is a distortion parameter that depends on the true surface area of the potential






2 The designation fψ instead of fΩ is used to emphasize that these physical quantities are functions of the
true value of the potential ψ and not the dimensionless potential Ω.
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Expressing Mψ from Eq. 2.40 and substituting its derivative in Eq. 2.39 yields:
d
drψ
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ r2ψGρψ fd dPψdrψ
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ = −4πr2ψρψ (2.42)
Eq. 2.42 can be rewritten in a dimensionless form using the polytropic relations for the
structural quantities and the equipotential volume and area given as approximate functions




















































































with boundary conditions at the center (r0 = 0) and surface (r0 = r0s):







θψ(r0 = r0s) = 0 .
(2.47)
The resulting solution θψ(r0) (Figure 2.4) is then used to populate the values of ρ and
T in the grid via Eq. 2.43, based on the value of the potential in each grid point.
2.2.1.1 Contact binary structure
The amount and complexity of the contact binary structure models make them impractical
to use at this point of the development of the radiative transfer code, and for that purpose
a simplified treatment of the structure of contact binaries is retained in the pilot phase.
This treatment will be replaced by the results from hydrodynamical models of the contact
binary structure.
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Figure 2.4: The radius with respect to colatitude (top) and Lane-Emden solution (bottom) for the
primary stars in a binary system with q = 1 and critical potential Ωcrit = 2.87. The
polytropic index for all models is n = 3 and the mass and radius of the primary star
in all models are M = 1M⊙ and R = 1R⊙. The different models represent different
Roche equipotentials, approaching the critical value.
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The mass of the primary star and mass ratio of the system are used to compute the





















ζ = 0.8 , M < M⊙
ζ = 0.57 , M > M⊙
(2.49)
and
η = 2.5 , M < 0.25M⊙
η = 4 , 0.25M⊙ < M < 10M⊙
η = 3 , M > 10M⊙
(2.50)
The structure of each star is then populated with the corresponding tidally distorted
polytropic solutions via Eq. 2.43. The surface potential is set at the value of r0 where
the polytropic temperature equals the effective temperature of the component and is done
separately for the two components but for the same value of the surface potential, to re-
tain the photosphere of the whole atmosphere corresponding to one equipotential surface.
Additional smoothing in the neck region or weighted averaging of the structural values
in the equipotentials above the critical one can be introduced to account for the expected
mixing of the material.
It is worth noting that in cases that are far away from thermal and hydrostatic equilib-
rium, this may not be a good approximation and the actual contact binary surface may not
follow the Roche equipotential. The treatment of these cases is beyond the scope of this
Thesis, but is to be taken into consideration in future work.
2.2.2 Polytropic solutions for differentially rotating stars
Rotation distorts the shape of an otherwise spherically symmetric star and influences its
inner structure and dynamical stability. Differential rotation in stars occurs when fluid el-
ements do not rotate with the same angular velocity. This effect can be mathematically
described through differential rotation laws, which relate angular velocity with the posi-
tion inside the rotating body. One of the simplest differential rotation law formulations is
to write angular velocity as a function of the colatitude (Woodard 1989) or distance from
the axis of rotation, like the one introduced in Mohan et al. (1991):
ω2 = b0 + b1s2 + b2s4 . (2.51)
For a star with differential rotation to be stable against local perturbations, the differen-
tial rotation law needs to satisfy the stability criterion:
d
ds
[s2ω(s)] > 0 , (2.52)
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where s = r sin θ =
√︀
x2 + y2 is the distance of the fluid element from the axis of the
rotation. The choice of values for the three parameters b0, b1 and b2 can result in an
increasing or decreasing angular velocity with s, or even regions with a partial increase
and a partial decrease of angular velocity going from the pole to the equator and vice
versa (see left panel of Figure 2.5).
Table 2.1: Differential rotation models of a non-rotating body, a solid body rotator and an unstable
differential rotator. Adapted from (Mohan et al. 1991) with the same model numbers as
in Table 1 of the paper.
Model No. (b0, b1, b2) Model description Model stability
1 (0.0, 0.0, 0.0) Non-rotating model Stable




15 (0.04,−0.16, 0.16) Differential rotation model
(0.0 ≤ ω2 ≤ 0.04) Unstable
The computation of the interior equilibrium structure makes use of the equipotential
surfaces defined by the total potential experienced by a fluid element, which is the sum of

















This potential can be rewritten in a dimensionless form by substituting s2 = r2(1 −
ν2) = x2 + y2 and multiplying by R/GM, similarly to the formulation of the dimension-



































In Equations 2.54 and 2.55, r =
√︀
x2 + y2 + z2 is the dimensionless measure of radial
distance and s is the dimensionless measure of distance from the axis of rotation. The
dimensionless distances scale with the stellar radius R, while ω2, b0, b1 and b2 scale with
GM/R3.
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Figure 2.5: The normalized angular velocity (top) and radius (bottom) as functions of colatitude
in a non-rotating (solid line), uniformly rotating (dashed line) and an unstable (dot-
dashed line) differential rotation model.
The equipotential surfaces are obtained by setting a constant value of the potential Ω
and solving for r in a grid of spherical angles (θ,φ). Mohan et al. (1991) provide an


































































where r0 = Ω−1. Here again this analytic approximate solution is only used in the deriva-
tion of the polytropic solutions, while the actual equipotential surfaces are constructed
using Newton-Raphson’s method.
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= −ξ2uθnψr20B(r0) , (2.57)
where:



























































and the equation is solved numerically as a system of two first-order differential equations,
as shown in Eq. 2.46.
2.3 radiative properties of binary stars
The radiative properties of contact binary stars are in the main focus of the research carried
out for this Thesis. This section is therefore devoted to an overview of the more important
effects that contribute to the radiation received from binary stars.
2.3.1 Photometric quantities
The radiative properties of stars in a binary system govern the measured flux at each point
on their orbital motion, the variation of which produces the observed light curve. They
are directly related to the geometrical configuration of the system and the properties of
the stellar atmosphere. The simplest treatment of stellar radiative properties is under the
assumption that stars radiate as black bodies, where the normal emergent intensity dis-
tribution is a function of the surface temperature only. The blackbody radiation function,











is retained in the definition of the effective temperature Teff , which is the equivalent tem-
perature of a black body that radiates the same total amount of electromagnetic radiation
as the star. In reality, the emergent radiation depends on a plethora or intrinsic and ex-
trinsic properties. The metallicity and surface gravity of the star affect the bound-bound
electron transitions that produce spectral lines and bound-free transitions that affect the
continuum opacity, and with that cause deviations from the blackbody spectrum. These
effects need to be taken into account when modeling stellar atmospheres. Therefore, the
end result of most atmosphere models is given in the form of emergent intensities as func-
tions of the temperature, surface gravity, metallicity, rotation and microturbulent velocity
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of the stellar surface. If atmosphere tables are pre-computed for these models, the value of
local emergent intensities can be interpolated in any given value of the surface quantities
(Prša et al. 2016).
Model atmospheres yield the spectral energy distribution (SED), or the local emergent





and therefore need to be integrated in the range of wavelengths [λpb,1, λpb,2] spanning a
given passband in order to obtain the local emergent passband intensity:
Ipb(Teff , g, [M/H], vmt) =
∫︀ λpb,2
λpb,1
S ED(λ; Teff , g, [M/H], vmt) P(λ) dλ∫︀ ∞
0 S ED(λ; Teff , g, [M/H], vmt) dλ
(2.64)
where Teff is the local effective temperature, g the local surface gravity, [M/H] the stellar
metallicity and vmt the microturbulent velocity. P(λ) is the passband transmission func-
tion, which determines the wavelength range and response curve of a given passband.
Stars (with the exception of the Sun) are distant objects and their surfaces cannot be
well resolved with our instruments, therefore what is usually measured is the passband
flux emitted from the star. For a model to be able to accurately reproduce the value of the
emitted flux, all the effects related to the distribution of the emergent intensity should be
taken into account and treated accordingly. The physics behind these effects is presented
in the following Sections.
2.3.2 Gravity darkening
Gravity darkening is an effect that arises from the rotation and tidal deformation of the
star, regardless of whether it is a single star, or a part of a binary system. The rotation
gives the star an oblate shape rather than spherical, which in turn causes a non-uniform
distribution of the gravitational acceleration over the surface of the star, being the largest
at the poles and decreasing towards the equator. von Zeipel (1924) showed that the flux
distribution over the surface is proportional to the gravitational acceleration distribution:
Fλ ∝ gβ , (2.65)
where β is the so-called gravity darkening coefficient. Considering that F ∝ T 4, the local
temperature distribution would also be a function of the local gravitational acceleration
and follow the relation:
T ∝ gβ/4 . (2.66)
The value of β is related to the dominant energy transfer mechanism in the stellar enve-
lope and it has been standardized to β = 1 for radiative envelopes, following the theoret-
ical predictions of von Zeipel (1924) and to β = 0.32 following Lucy (1967). However,
Espinosa Lara & Rieutord (2012) showed that the value of β = 0.32 is a consequence of
the one-dimensional atmosphere model assumptions, while two-dimensional atmosphere
models yield different values, closer to β ≈ 1.
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2.3.3 Limb darkening
Limb darkening is a wavelength-dependent effect of a perceived intensity decrease from
the center towards the limbs of the star. Limb darkening arises as a consequence of the dif-
ferent positions inside the stellar atmosphere that correspond to one optical depth, which
determines the layer at which the atmosphere becomes transparent to radiation. These po-
sitions do not all lie on a single layer because of the aspect angle under which the spherical
surface of the star is viewed - towards the center of the star, one optical depth corresponds
to a layer deeper in the atmosphere, while towards the edge of the star, an optical depth
of one will reach an outer layer of the atmosphere (see Figure 2.6). The temperature and
intensity of radiation increase towards the center of the star, thus the deeper layers towards
the center appear brighter than the limb.
Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the limb darkening effect.
It is clear that this effect needs to be taken into account in the computation of the total
integrated observed flux coming from the star and has been traditionally introduced as
analytic functions defining the ratio of the emergent intensity at a certain angle µ = cos θ





The most widely used limb darkening models are:
• linear
LD(µ) = 1 − xλ(1 − µ) (2.68)
• logarithmic
LD(µ) = 1 − xλ(1 − µ) − yλµ log(µ) (2.69)
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• square-root limb darkening model
LD(µ) = 1 − xλ(1 − µ) − yλ(1 − √µ) (2.70)
• quadratic
LD(µ) = 1 − xλ(1 − µ) − yλ(1 − µ)2 (2.71)
• power
LD(µ) = 1− c1,λ(1− µ1/2)− c2,λ(1− µ)− c3,λ(1− µ3/2)− c4,λ(1− µ2) (2.72)
where xλ and c2,λ are linear and yλ, c1,λ, c3,λ and c4,λ nonlinear limb darkening coeffi-
cients. The local emergent intensity at µ = 1 is computed at all points and multiplied by
a limb-darkening law. However, a more accurate limb darkening model can be achieved
through the introduction of the cosine of the aspect angle µ in the computation of the
passband intensity and its direct use in the integral over the emergent intensities, an ap-
proach that has been first implemented in PHOEBE 2.0 (Prša et al. 2016) and can be used
in combination with the traditional limb-darkening laws in cases where the atmosphere
models do not suffice.
2.3.4 Reflection effect, ellipsoidal variations and stellar spots
In close binaries the effect of the mutual irradiation of the two stars can increase their sur-
face temperatures by a significant amount. This mutual irradiation of the two components
is called the reflection effect and it causes an increase of the overall flux observed from the
system and a characteristic shape of the light curve between eclipses (Figure 2.7), which
in the absence of the reflection effect and ellipsoidal variations is roughly constant. This
effect is especially pronounced on the surface of the cooler component in close binary
systems with large temperature ratios.
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Figure 2.7: Mesh (left) and light curve (right) of a star with a prominent reflection effect, which
significantly raises the flux values close to the primary eclipse.
The distortion of the stellar surface in close binaries causes different projections of the
stellar disk onto the observer’s sky plane as the star orbits about the center of mass of
the system. When the stars are oriented side-ways with respect to the observer, a larger
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surface cross-section can be seen, while the surface cross-section appears smaller when
looking along the semi-major axis. The overall flux obtained from the star depends on the
visible size and is, thus, aspect-dependent: as the visible cross-section of the distorted star
varies, variations of the flux, called ellipsoidal variations, arise (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: Mesh at phase φ = 0.25 (left) and light curve (right) of a star with a notable ellipsoidal
variation. The significant increase in flux is notable around φ = 0.25 in the light curve,
when the largest cross-section of the stars is visible.
The surface of an observed star may also feature spots, which are regions at the stellar
surface that are usually cooler3 than the surrounding photosphere. The spots must be
implemented into our model very carefully and accurately, especially because they may
easily reproduce any other physical effect. A spot large or cool enough may even be
confused for an extrasolar planet, as it would produce a notable decrease in the flux that
one might confuse with an eclipse caused by the transit of an exoplanet. A stellar spot is
implemented into the model of a binary star by providing its position on the stellar surface,
its angular size and its temperature factor (the ratio between the temperature of the spot
and the local temperature of the photosphere). The surface element covered by the spot is
then multiplied by the temperature factor, which changes the local emergent intensity in
that point.
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Figure 2.9: Mesh (left) and light curve (right) of a star with a cool spot. The presence of the spot
causes a notable asymmetry in the light curve shape.




C O N TAC T B I NA R I E S I N P H OT O M E T R I C A N D
S P E C T RO S C O P I C S T U D I E S
The peculiar geometry of contact binaries produces light curves with continuous flux vari-
ation, while the small separation leads to eclipses for inclination values as low as 50∘.
Their spectra are usually double lined with large radial velocities of the order of hundreds
of km/s and extremely rotationally broadened. These properties make contact binaries
relatively easy to detect and observe even with moderate instrumentation. However, the
lack of complete picture of the physical processes that govern the evolution, hydro- and
thermodynamics of the interior of these objects makes analysis of the gathered data often
inconsistent.
This Chapter provides a brief overview of the methods of analysis of binary star photo-
metric and spectroscopic data, as well as the methods of classification used in large scale
surveys that are most relevant to this Thesis. The abundance of contact binary stars in past
and present photometric surveys is discussed. An effort to estimate the expected abun-
dance of detected contact binaries from the Gaia mission, using Gaia simulated Kepler
data, was led and published by the author, the results of which are presented in the final
Section of this Chapter.
3.1 methods of binary star data analysis
3.1.1 Photometric (light curve) analysis of eclipsing binary stars
A standard method of eclipsing or ellipsoidal light curve analysis of binary stars of any
morphological type is fitting of the binary system parameters with the Roche model and
radiative properties of the stars, a more detailed overview of the numerical implementation
of which is given in Chapter 4. The inclination (i), mass ratio (q) and fractional radii
(r = R/a) (through the values of the component equipotentials in the Roche model)
affect the overall shape of the light curves, while the ratio of eclipse depths yields the
ratio of surface brightness of the two components. In the case of eccentric orbits, the
values of eccentricity (e) and longitude of periastron (ω) can be obtained with the use of a
modified Roche model for eccentric orbits and asynchronous rotation (Wilson 1979). The
specific radiative properties, like limb and gravity darkening coefficients, reflection effect
and the presence of spots, can also be inferred from the light curve shape. If multicolor
photometry of the system is available as well, estimates of the absolute values of the
temperatures of the two stars can be obtained through the analysis of the color index
(Caldwell et al. 1993) and its potential variation between eclipses. The parameter space
of this model is highly degenerate since most of these parameters are correlated, yielding
a lot of possible local minima solutions with somewhat incorrect most probable parameter
values and underestimated errors (Prša & Zwitter 2005). For this reason, more advanced
statistical models, like Bayesian statistics with Monte Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC),
have become an indispensable step of the light (and radial velocity) curve analysis.
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The mass ratio of the detached and semi-detached systems is correlated with the inclina-
tion and the Roche potential values of the components, hence it cannot be accurately deter-
mined from the light curves only, despite claims to the contrary (Terrell & Wilson 2005).
In contact binary light curves some of the degeneracy is broken with the requirement that
both components have the same value of the Roche potential, but the photometric mass ra-
tio value is still much less reliable than the one obtained through the spectroscopic radial
velocities of the two components.
3.1.2 Spectroscopic analysis
Spectra of binary stars are used primarily to obtain the radial velocity curves, which yield
an accurate value of the mass ratio of the system. In double-lined detached binaries it
is fairly easy to obtain the radial velocity values from the spectral lines, because they
are typically well resolved and cross correlation with a template of the same spectral
type can yield reliable results. In contact binaries, however, the spectral lines of the two
components are rotationally broadened and blended to an extent that makes it hard to
distinguish them with template cross-correlation. In such cases the Broadening Function
(BF) approach (Rucinski 1992) is more suitable.
If we assume the observed broadened spectrum P(λ) is a convolution of a sharp-line
spectrum S (λ) and a broadening function B(λ), the problem can be written as an over-
determined system of linear equations. The broadened spectrum is linked to the broad-
ening function through the design matrix (̂︂Des), formed by the sharp-line spectrum by
consecutive shifts by one element.
̂︂Des B⃗ = P⃗ (3.1)
Singular value decomposition (SVD) is then performed on the design matrix to decom-
pose it in a product of three matrices ̂︂Des = UˆWˆVˆT , where Uˆ and Vˆ are column-
orthonormal and Wˆ is diagonal. The three new matrices are all invertible, thus the broad-
ening function is given by:
B⃗ = VˆWˆ1(UˆT P⃗) (3.2)
The result is an approximation of the intrinsic double-line profile caused by the geome-
try and rotation of the model, from which more accurate values of the radial velocities of
the component centers can be extracted.
In addition to information on the radial velocities of the system, spectra offer a wealth
of data on the components themselves: effective temperature, surface gravity, rotation,
elemental abundances, etc. In double-lined spectra of close binaries, extra care needs to
be taken to disentangle the two contributions. This can be done through simultaneous fit-
ting of two templates shifted with their corresponding radial velocities (Mazeh & Zucker
1994), algorithms for spectral disentangling (Ilijic et al. 2001) or analysis of the strength of
particular line profiles. The rotational broadening and blending in contact binary spectra
makes this analysis even more problematic, but certainly not impossible (see e.g. Rucinski
et al. (2013)).
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3.2 methods of automated binary star classification
Technological advances in the past few decades have enabled the launch of large scale
sky surveys that observe and collect data from thousands, millions or even billions of
stars over the course of just a few years (see Table 1.1). One of the key steps of the initial
processing of these data is the detection and classification of variable objects, among
which are also binary stars, both for their standalone analysis and to properly account for
their contribution to population statistics.
Variability of stars encompasses all effects, both intrinsic and extrinsic, that cause the
observed flux of a star to change over time. Intrinsic variability is caused by physical
effects like pulsations or eruptions of the star, while extrinsic variability is caused by
transits of stellar companions or the presence of spots on the stellar surface of a rotat-
ing star. The different variability types can be distinguished by their characteristic light
curve shapes with periods and variability amplitudes that depend on the type of mech-
anism causing them. These well-defined properties of the variable objects make them
easy to identify and classify, either manually or with automated methods, in several major
variability types: pulsating variables, cataclysmic variables, eclipsing binaries, etc. The
identified eclipsing binary light curves can be further classified based on their particular
shapes that are due to the morphology and properties of the systems.
The characteristic light curves and spectra of binary stars can be identified by sim-
ple eye inspection - a method used in the past, when observations focused on particular
objects; but the size of the current data sets produced by sky surveys calls for the use of
automated methods than can simultaneously classify millions of stars in a short amount of
time. This is achieved through algorithms of dimensionality reduction like locally linear
embedding (LLE) (Matijevicˇ et al. 2012a,b) and t-distributed stochastic neighbor embed-
ding (t-SNE) (Kirk et al. 2016; Traven et al. 2017; Kochoska et al. 2017) and machine
learning algorithms (Dubath et al. 2011; Rimoldini et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2014; Süveges
et al. 2017).
Automated methods of classification are essential both because of the amount of the
incoming data from large surveys and the complexity of said data. Manual inspection
of light curves and spectra, besides being time consuming, may lead to overlooking of
features that numerical methods can be trained to identify. Most modern classification
techniques rely either on looking for crucial features (markers) in the data, or reducing
the overall dimensionality of the data set for simpler visual inspection and quantitative
classification.
Dimensionality reduction techniques compute a lower dimensional map that preserves
the similarities of the higher dimensional space in the relative distances of the map points.
In general, a set of M data points of N dimensions constitutes the M × N input array.
The dimensionality reduction algorithm then produces a M × 3 or M × 2 map of the in-
put array, in which points corresponding to similar light curves or spectra in the high-
dimensional space lie closer together on the low-dimensional map. This map can then be
fitted with a parametrized analytical function that produces a smooth quantitative classifi-
cation scheme, or forwarded to a clustering algorithm that can identify and label individ-
ual clusters in the map. The final output is an M × 1 array of classification flags or labels.
An overview of these two different approaches and their application to existing eclipsing
binary data sets are given below.
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The high dimensional data space in the following sections is denoted with X and its
points with xi, while the low dimensional map is denoted with Y and its points with yi.
3.2.1 LLE and spline fitting
Locally linear embedding (LLE) is an unsupervised learning algorithm that computes a
low-dimensional map by preserving the neighborhoods of points in the high-dimensional
input (Roweis & Saul 2000). The algorithm begins by finding a set of nearest neighbors
through computations of the Euclidean distances in the high dimensional data space. The
number of nearest neighbors K to be used is defined by the user. The coordinates of each
point xi are reconstructed from the coordinates of its nearest neighbors through linear




Wi jx j , (3.3)
where xri are the reconstructed coordinates of point xi and x j are all other points in the data
set. For all x j that are not nearest neighbors of xi the corresponding weights are set to zero,
so they do not contribute to the linear combination. In addition, the sum of all weights per
point is normalized to unity:
∑︀
j Wi j = 1. The weights matrix of the high dimensional











In the low dimensional map Y the configuration of the data space X is preserved by
keeping the computed weights fixed and instead optimizing the positions yi of the points
in the low dimensional map. This is achieved through minimization of the equivalent cost










The final result of the algorithm is an array of points in which the similarities in the
high dimensional data set are preserved in the distribution of the points yi relative to each
other.
The low-dimensional LLE map is not very sensitive to non-uniform densities of the
high-dimensional data space, thus the resulting projections tend to distribute all points
uniformly over a smooth three- or two-dimensional manifold. This feature, although in-
convenient for uncovering small scale structures in terms of similarity, is very useful for a
global parametrized classification. A two-step LLE projection, with the high-dimensional
data space first mapped to a three-dimensional map, which is then used as the input to
produce a two-dimensional map, yields smooth curves that can be fitted with a univariate
spline function. A parameter that uniformly increases in value along the spline is defined
as the classification flag.
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This method of light curve classification with LLE and spline fitting was introduced
in Matijevicˇ et al. (2012a) to classify Kepler eclipsing binaries and is the only one as of
yet that provides both an automated and quantitatively smooth classification of eclipsing
binaries. The 2123 eclipsing binaries in the second Kepler data release were classified
based on their morphology parameter (morph), which uniformly increases from 0 to 1
along the spline and closely follows the transition from detached systems (morph < 0.5)
to semi-detached (0.5 < morph < 0.7), contact (0.7 < morph < 0.8) and ellipsoidal
variables/uncertain (morph > 0.8). The final Kepler catalog of eclipsing binaries (Kirk
et al. 2016) consists of 2878 objects that have been identified as eclipsing or ellipsoidal
variables, 272 of which have a morphology parameter in the 0.7 < morph < 0.8 range,
yielding ∼ 10% contact binaries of all identified eclipsing binaries. An example of the
application of this method to the brightest 40,000 eclipsing binaries in the OGLE-4 data
release (Pawlak et al. 2016) is demonstrated in Figure 3.1.

















Figure 3.1: Performance of the LLE dimensionality reduction method with quantitative classifica-
tion through spline fitting on normalized light curves of the 40,000 brightest OGLE-4
eclipsing binaries. The normalized light curve data were obtained in personal commu-
nication with M. Pawlak.
RAVE spectra have also been classified using LLE by Matijevicˇ et al. (2012b), who
found ∼ 1000 spectra of double-lined and another ∼ 1000 single-lined (out of ∼ 350, 000)
spectra of candidates for spectroscopic binaries.
3.2.2 t-SNE and DBSCAN
t-SNE is based on the stochastic neighbor embedding (SNE) algorithm, in which the
data similarities are defined by the conditional probability that two points are neighbors
in the high-dimensional data space and its low-dimensional map. The SNE probability
density of neighbors of each point xi is defined thorough a Gaussian centered at xi and the
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similarity of two data points is represented by the conditional probability (Van Der Maaten
& Hinton 2008):
p j|i =
exp(−||xi − x j||2/2σ2i )∑︀
k,i exp(−||xi − xk||2/2σ2i )
(3.6)
t-SNE replaces each conditional probability pi| j with the joint probability pi j = (pi| j +
p j|i)/2M, where M is the number of data points. This modification was introduced to en-
sure that all data points significantly contribute to the cost function, including the outliers
that otherwise have very low conditional probabilities pi| j for all j. Another modification
to SNE that t-SNE has introduced is the replacement of the Gaussian probability distribu-
tion with a symmetrized Student-t distribution in the low-dimensional map, which allows
for higher dispersion and avoids clumping of mapped points, since a moderate distance
in the high-dimensional data space can be faithfully modeled by larger distances in its
low-dimensional projection.
The technique then searches for a probability distribution Q of all qi j that faithfully
models the probability distribution P of all pi j. The cost function to be minimized is the
Kullback-Leibler divergence:









The configuration of the low-dimensional map is determined by a single input parame-
ter, called perplexity and defined as:
perp(Pi) = 2H(Pi) (3.8)
where H(Pi) is the Shannon entropy of Pi. The value of each Gaussian variance σi is then
determined in a way that produces a Pi with the predefined perplexity value. Therefore,
instead of providing the desired number of nearest neighbors, the user provides a desired
value of the perplexity and leaves it up to the method to determine the number of nearest
neighbors, based on the data density. This in turn means that the data themselves affect
the number of nearest neighbors, which might vary from point to point.
A test of the performance of t-SNE on eclipsing binary light curves was performed
through comparison with the LLE classification of Kepler eclipsing binaries1. The two-
dimensional projection was computed through two approaches: one with direct high-
dimensional to two-dimensional mapping and one equivalent to the LLE classification
method demonstrated in Matijevicˇ et al. (2012a), where the high-dimensional data space
is first mapped to a 3D projection, which is then used as the input for a 2D projection.
The second approach performs better in terms of clustering data points and reveals fine-
grained data structure, while the first approach results in a more continuous structure that
is suitable for visualizing parameter distributions over the projection. The distribution of
the LLE morph parameter on the t-SNE projection on data in the final Kepler eclipsing
binary catalog is given in Fig. 3.2. The agreement of the two methods is clearly evident
from the variation of the parameter, from 0 on one end to 1 to the other end of the pro-
jection. The projection also demonstrates the ability of the two-step t-SNE projection to
1 This study was led by the author and published alongside other results in the final Kepler release paper Kirk
et al. (2016).
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of the LLE morph parameter over the two-step (left) and direct (right) 2D
t-SNE projection. Credit: Kirk et al., The Astronomical Journal, 151, 2016.
distinguish the main types of eclipsing binaries: objects with morph ≲ 0.4, which cor-
respond to detached binaries, form an isolated cluster, those with 0.4 ≲ morph ≲ 0.8
that correspond to semi-detached binaries form another cluster, a cluster of objects with
0.7 ≲ morph ≲ 0.8, which correspond to contact binaries, can also be identified, while
those with morph ≳ 0.8 corresponding to ellipsoidal variations and objects with uncer-
tain classification are grouped into the topmost cluster. Therefore, t-SNE also performs in
agreement with manual classification.
The parameter distributions over the t-SNE projection show the sensitivity of the tech-
nique to different geometrical light curve properties. The distributions of primary eclipse
width (pwidth), secondary eclipse depth (sdepth), ratio of temperatures (T2/T1) and
sin i (Figure 3.3) show that the primary driving factors of the projection are the width of
the primary eclipse and temperature ratio that is obtained through the eclipse depth ratio,
followed by the secondary eclipse width and inclination of the orbit.
The t-SNE algorithm performs extremely well in terms of visualization of data and
the distributions of different parameters in the data set, but does not provide a means for
quantitative classification. Instead, clustering algorithms can be used to retrieve separate
classes from the t-SNE projection. The DBSCAN algorithm (Ester et al. 1996) groups
points with many nearby neighbors into separate clusters and flags as outliers points that
lie scattered in the low-density regions. This renders it ideal for isolating clusters in the
two-step t-SNE projection. The number of clusters identified with DBSCAN depends on
two parameters: the maximum distance (ε) of all points in a cluster from a core point and
the minimum number of points (MinPts) required to form a dense region. The algorithm
starts at an arbitrary starting point that has not been visited and after retrieving all points
within the ε neighborhood, a cluster is defined if it contains a sufficient number of points.
Otherwise, the starting point is flagged as an outlier, but this point might later be found in
a sufficiently sized ε-environment of a different point and be made part of a cluster. The
result is given as a list of labeled clusters.
An illustration of the algorithm flow for classification of light curve data with a combi-
nation of t-SNE and DBSCAN is given in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of pwidth, sdepth, T2/T1 and sin i parameters over the direct 2D t-SNE
projection. The data points that do not have a value for the desired parameter are
marked in grey. Credit: Kirk et al., The Astronomical Journal, 151, 2016.
The combination of t-SNE and DBSCAN has been applied to the classification of stars
in the spectroscopic survey HERMES-Galah. In the classification scheme of HERMES-
Galah spectra (Traven et al. 2017), about 2000 out of the ∼ 210, 000 HERMES-Galah
spectra are found to form a distinct group of double-lined binary star candidates in the
two-dimensional t-SNE map of the data set.
3.3 estimated abundance of gaia contact binaries through simulated ke-
pler light curves
The OGLE-4 catalog is the current largest sample of photometric (I- and V-band) data on
binary stars, consisting of light curves of 450,598 eclipsing binary and ellipsoidal vari-
ables towards the galactic bulge (Soszyn´ski et al. 2016). The classification of these light
curves, using a combination of the Random Forest algorithm (Pawlak et al. 2016), light
curve template fitting and manual inspection, yields 86,560 contact binary candidates, or
∼ 20% of all eclipsing and ellipsoidal variables. Given that contact binaries are relatively
easy to detect in photometric surveys (characteristic light curve, small period) and repre-
sent a significant portion of all eclipsing binaries detected thus far, we expect the amount
of data on these systems to increase rapidly with current (e.g. Gaia ) and future (e.g. TESS,
LSST, PLATO) photometric surveys. The reason why binary stars are not as abundant in
spectroscopic surveys is primarily a selection effect - because spectroscopic surveys usu-
ally take only one observation per star, the time component which is crucial to uncovering
the variable radial velocities of stars is non-existent. Binaries with one component that
is dominating the luminosity of the system would appear as single-lined spectra with po-
tentially shifted spectral lines and the one time-shot cannot distinguish between radial
velocities caused by orbital motion in a binary system or the proper motion of a single
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Figure 3.4: Flowchart of the t-SNE+DBSCAN application to a set of M phase-folded light curve
models computed in N equidistant phase points. Credit: Kochoska et al., A&A, 602, 9,
2017, reproduced with permission© ESO.
star in the Galaxy. For this reason, single-shot spectroscopic large-scale surveys alone are
not as convenient for the detection of binary stars as the effect of the binarity can be eas-
ily overlooked, except in the most prominent cases. However, photometric surveys alone
cannot yield a complete characterization of the binary systems, as the absolute values of
semi-major axis, masses and radii can only be obtained through simultaneous analysis of
light- and radial velocity curves. This puts the combination of data from photometric and
spectroscopic surveys in the spotlight of modern binary star analysis. This Section is dedi-
cated to results expected from the Gaia spacecraft, as it is currently at the forefront in this
field and is expected to yield both light- and radial velocity curves of an unprecedented
number of stars. These data are expected to be delivered to the scientific community not
earlier than 2019.
3.3.1 Gaia
The Gaia spacecraft measures the positions, distances, space motions, temperatures and
reddening of about one billion stars in our Galaxy and is expected to provide detailed
3D distributions and space motions of all of the observed stars. The distance of some
millions of stars is expected to be measured to better than 1% accuracy, while for some
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100 million or more to better than 10%. It will perform spectroscopy, astrometry and
spectrophotometry (de Bruijne 2012), which allows for the exploration of many different
scientific goals with the gathered data, including the origin and formation of our Galaxy,
physics of stars and their evolution, galactic dynamics and distance scales, large-scale
detection of all classes of astrophysical objects and testing of fundamental physics, par-
ticularly the general theory of relativity (Perryman et al. 2001). Crucial for the analysis
of variable objects, including eclipsing binary stars, are Gaia’s repetitive observations of
its targets. The spectroscopy is limited to a narrow band between 847 - 874 nm used
primarily for radial velocity measurements of the brightest 150 million stars. Spectropho-
tometric observations are performed in two bands, blue photometry (BP, 330 - 680 nm)
and red photometry (RP, 640 -1050 nm), that are used to determine the surface tempera-
tures of all stars through their colors indices, as well as interstellar reddening, atmospheric
parameters, and rotational velocities for 5 million stars and chemical abundances for ∼ 2
million stars. However, the expected light curves from Gaia will have sparser sampling
compared to Kepler’s high cadence observations due to Gaia’s scanning law that observes
a given star 67 times on average in a five-year mission lifetime (the actual number of ob-
servations of a given source is a function of its position in the sky through Gaia’s Nominal
Scanning Law (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016)).
3.3.2 t-SNE and DBSCAN classification of Gaia-simulated Kepler light curves
To investigate the effects of this irregular sampling and to determine the detectability of
eclipsing binaries in Gaia with the Nominal Scanning Law, the t-SNE+DBSCAN method
has been applied to model fits of simulated Gaia observations of the 2861 sources in the
Kepler Eclipsing Binary catalog2. The data similarities in t-SNE are retrieved through
pixel-to-pixel comparison and therefore the input sample needs to be computed in a pre-
determined set of phase-points. For this purpose, the observations are fitted with analyt-
ical models that are then computed in the same given set of phase-points. The original
Kepler light curves are fitted with an analytical model that uses a connected and smoothly
wrapped polynomial chain (polyfit) with knots usually positioned at the top of ingress and
egress of the primary and secondary eclipses. Kepler EB light curves are fitted with four
knots and four quadratic polynomials, following Prša et al. (2008). Another model, called
the two-Gaussian model, which is being developed within the Gaia pipeline to process
the light curves of eclipsing binaries and is presented in detail in Mowlavi et al. (2017),
chooses the best combination of Gaussian functions to describe the presence of eclipses
and a cosine function to describe an ellipsoidal-like variability during the inter eclipses,
if present. The description of the different functions that are as of yet available within the
two-Gaussian model is given in Table 3.1.
The sparse sampling of Gaia light curves introduces an additional difficulty to the mod-
els and is especially notable in polyfits, which in the absence of a well-defined light curve,
tend to fit the polynomial chain to the inter-eclipse noise. The two-Gaussian model, on
the other hand, either fits a constant model to the noise or produces a smooth curve re-
sembling a physical light curve. This is especially useful for discriminating between light
2 This study was led and published by the author (Kochoska et al. 2017) within the framework of this Thesis,
and figures from it are reused here with permission.
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Table 3.1: Fitting functions available in the two-Gaussian model (Mowlavi et al. 2017). The
eclipses are defined based on their position in the light curve phase-folded with the





CE constant + cosine term 3
CG1 constant + one Gaussian centered on eclipse 1 4
CG2 constant + one Gaussian centered on eclipse 2 4
CG12 constant + two Gaussians 7
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constant + two Gaussians + cosine term centered on
eclipse 2
8
curves with well-defined eclipses, but noisy inter-eclipse parts, and light curves where the
points in an eclipse are insufficient for quantitative analysis (bottom left panel of Fig. 3.5).
The available choice of a constant fit within the two-Gaussian model makes it particu-
larly convinient for identifying the light curves that do not show any eclipses. Out of the
2861 Gaia-sampled light curves, 859 (about 30%) were fitted with a constant model. A
fraction of these (66%) also have bad polyfits, while 34% are light curves with one or just
a few data points in eclipses, which the two-Gaussian model flags as insignificant, while
polyfit still fits an eclipse. Examples of these light curves are given in Fig. 3.6.
The 859 light curves fitted with the constant model were removed from the data set used
for classification as they are unlikely to pass Gaia’s eclipsing binary detection pipeline.
The t-SNE+DBSCAN method was applied to the remaining 2002 sources in order to study
the accuracy of classification and the fraction of different morphology populations in the
detectable Gaia sample. Using perp3D = 35, perp2D = 35, ε = 2.6, and MinPts = 18,
we can define nine classes (Fig. 3.7), marked from 1 to 9. These were used to propose
the classification scheme based on the morphology of the systems and geometry of the
light curve fits given in Table 3.2. Representative light curves for each class are given in
Fig. 3.7.
The classification scheme consists of six main classes pertaining to the morphology of
the light curves, with subclasses based on the geometrical properties of the light curve
two-Gaussian fits. As can be seen in Table 3.2, class D consists of detached binary can-
didates, D+SD of detached and semi-detached, SD+CB of semi-detached and contact bi-
naries, CB of contact binaries, CB+ELV of contact binaries and ellipsoidal variables, and
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P = 21.761 d
KIC 1026957
Figure 3.5: Light curves of Gaia-sampled data (grey dots), fit with the polyfit (solid red line) and
two-Gaussian method (dashed black line). Top left: Good quality data and both match-
ing fits. Top right: Good data, slightly discrepant fits. Bottom left: Bad phase coverage
in eclipse, the two-Gaussian model fits a constant model, while polyfits find eclipse.
Bottom right: Bad quality light curve and corresponding model fits. Credit: Kochoska
et al., A&A, 602, 9, 2017, reproduced with permission© ESO.
class ELF encompasses the purely ellipsoidal fits. The distinct morphology of sources
among the classes that contain overlapping morphological types (D+SD, SD+CB, and
CB+ELV) cannot be determined with this method because their light curve fits are intrin-
sically similar. Instead, full modeling of the system is required to identify the morpho-
logical type that best reproduces the observed light curve. The subclasses of the detached
and semi-detached classes are defined based on the geometrical properties of the model
fits: one conspicuous eclipse (D-1 and D+SD-1) or two conspicuous eclipses (D-2 and
D+SD-2). In the CB+ELV subclasses two eclipses are visible in most of the cases and
the sub-classification is driven by the eclipse or ellipsoidal variation widths and depths.
The different eclipse widths and depths can be used as indicators of the physical system
parameters in a contact system - wider eclipses, (DBSCAN classes 7 and 8), point to a
larger fillout factor, while similar eclipse depths (DBSCAN classes 6 and 8), correspond
to systems close to thermal equilibrium (e.g., a W UMa star).
The distribution of the Kepler LLE morphology parameter was plotted over the Gaia-
sampled classes to further test the validity of the method. As can be seen in the left panel
of Fig. 3.8 and middle panel of Fig. 3.9, there is a smooth transition of the LLE values
over all classes except class 9 (ELF), suggesting that the proposed scheme quantitatively
agrees with the observed morphological type of true Kepler light curves. The orbital pe-
riod distribution (left panel of Fig. 3.9) also supports this notion, with transitions from
long periods in the detached to shorter periods in the semi-detached and contact classes,
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P = 19.301 d
KIC 7375795
Figure 3.6: Examples of Gaia-sampled light curves where the polyfit model fits an eclipse, while
the two-Gaussian does not. The plots show the observed Kepler light curve (gray dots)
in normalized Kepler (K) magnitude, polyfit model (solid red line), and two-Gaussian
model (dashed black line). Credit: Kochoska et al., A&A, 602, 9, 2017, reproduced
with permission© ESO.
again with the exception of the purely ellipsoidal fits in class 9 that encompass a wide
range of orbital periods. The influence of the choice of a two-Gaussian model on the
projection can be seen in right panel of Fig. 3.8. There is some correlation between the
model choices and classes, particularly because the choice of a model fir determines the
geometrical properties of the light curve, however the different widths and depths of the
eclipses lead to mixing of the models in most of the classes, with the exception of class 9,
which is composed solely of ellipsoidal fits. In addition to the properties of the model fits,
we can estimate the fit quality through the reduced χ2 value and its distribution over the
t-SNE projeciton (right panel of Fig. 3.9). We can see that detached systems have both
low and high reduced χ2, due to the small width of the eclipses, which renders the χ2
value primarily dependent on the inter-eclipse scatter that is due to the observational error.
In contrast, closer systems with wider eclipses show primarily lower reduced χ2 values.
It is clear that class 9 shows the most peculiar parameter distributions of all, which indi-
cates that class 9 is not only composed of ellipsoidal fits that correspond to true ellipsoidal
variables, but also probably of detached systems that have not been filtered through the
choice of a constant model fit and instead a cosine function is fitted to the inter-eclipse
scatter. This immediately and automatically flags class 9 and the potential model param-
eters derived for the sources in it as unreliable and subject to further filtering or removal
from the data set.
Contact binaries, found in classes 7 and 8, comprise about 40% of the whole sample
of eclipsing binaries that are potentially detectable by Gaia, a value much higher than
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Figure 3.7: Left panel: t-SNE+DBSCAN of filtered Gaia-sampled Kepler data set fitted with the
two-Gaussian model. Right panel: Mean of all normalized light curves in each DB-
SCAN class; gray shading indicates the region [−σ,σ] around the computed mean at
a given orbital phase. Credit: Kochoska et al., A&A, 602, 9, 2017, reproduced with
permission© ESO.
Table 3.2: Proposed classification scheme for the two-Gaussian fits on Gaia-sampled Kepler data.
Credit: Kochoska et al., A&A, 602, 9, 2017, reproduced with permission© ESO.
class class description subclass class # subclass description no. of sources %
D detached binaries
D-1 1 one conspicuous eclipse 429 21
D-2 2 two conspicuous eclipses 105 5
D+SD detached and semi-detached
D+SD-1 3 one conspicuous eclipse 178 9
D+SD-2 4 two conspicuous eclipses 180 9
SD+CB semi-detached and contact binaries / 5 208 10
CB contact binaries / 6 115 6
CB+ELV contact binaries and ellipsoidal variables
CB+ELV-a 7 eclipse depth ratio < 1 212 11
CB+ELV-b 8 eclipse depth ratio ∼ 1 403 20
ELF ellipsoidal fits / 9 172 9
the existing one of 10% in Kepler and 20% in OGLE-4. The reason for this is primarily
Gaia’s selection effect due to its irregular cadence, which is more likely to detect short-
period systems with continuous light variation and fail to observe the narrow eclipses of
long-period detached binaries. Out of the 1 billion targets observed with Gaia, up to sev-
eral million are expected to be eclipsing binaries (four million are predicted by Eyer et al.
(2013), seven million by Zwitter (2002) and half a million by Dischler & Söderhjelm
(2005)). This results in about 200,000 - 1.5 million new contact binary candidates that are
to be expected from Gaia. The different types of observations performed with Gaia (pho-
tometry, spectroscopy, astrometry) will provide us with unprecedented wealth of data on
these systems, and accurate modeling is essential both for the analysis of unique systems
and population statistics of contact binaries.
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Figure 3.8: Distributions of the LLE morphology parameter of Kepler EBs (left panel) and two-
Gaussian models chosen to fit the light curves (right panel) over the t-SNE projection
of the filtered Gaia-sampled Kepler data set fitted with the two-Gaussian model. Credit:
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Figure 3.9: Orbital period, LLE morphology parameter, and reduced χ2 distributions over different
classes of the projection of the filtered two-Gaussian data set. Credit: Kochoska et al.,




M O D E L I N G C O N TAC T B I NA R I E S
4.1 observational and theoretical studies of contact binaries
The first comprehensive observational study of contact binaries was published by Eggen
(1967), who studied the colors, maximum magnitudes and periods of ∼ 70 contact binary
systems. The results of his analysis provided evidence that the components of these binary
systems are main-sequence stars, which suggests that contact binaries are not merely a
stage in the evolution of detached to semi-detached binaries. In contrast, contact binaries
are believed to have formed by systems where both stars are overflowing their respective
Roche lobes (as opposed to semi-detached where only one star is overflowing and can
transfer mass to the other component) and spend almost all of their lifetimes on the main
sequence, sharing a common atmosphere. This is further reinforced by the discovery of the
period-color relation of contact binaries, with redder systems exhibiting shorter periods.
Binnendijk (1965) defined two types of contact binaries:
• W-type contact binaries have light curves in which the deeper minimum corresponds
to the eclipse of the less massive by the more massive component, meaning that
the less massive component is hotter than predicted under the assumption that the
effective temperature and gravity darkening laws are equal throughout the entire
envelope. W-type contact binaries are of later spectral types and can be found at all
observed mass ratios.
• A-type contact binaries have light curves in which the deeper minimum corresponds
to the eclipse of the more massive by the less massive component. They are of
earlier spectral type than W-type systems and typically have very small mass ratios
(q ≪ 0.54) (Rucinski 1974).
Rucinski (1974) also found that the temperature excess in the secondaries of W-type
binaries is confined to a very narrow range of values and there is no continuous transi-
tion between the W- and A-type systems, suggesting that the excess heat in the W-type
secondaries is triggered by a particular physical mechanism.
Motivated by these initial observational results of contact binaries, several models have
been suggested to describe their physical structure and dynamics. Lucy (1968) suggested
a structure that rotates as a solid body (thus, the Roche model assumptions hold) in hydro-
static and thermal equilibrium, where two stars are immersed into a convective envelope
with a common adiabatic constant. This elegant solution has been successful in synthe-
sizing realistic light curves, but failed to satisfy Eggen’s period-color relation. Namely,
Lucy’s model has only proved satisfactory for highest masses and temperatures, while for
lower masses it would require non-physically high values for the thermonuclear reaction
rates or metallicities. Furthermore, it is only able to explain the observed light curves of
W-type systems. A structure consisting of a shallow convective zone and radiative enve-
lope has instead been proposed by Rucinski (1974) to explain the observed light curves
of A-type contact binaries.
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Systems out of thermal equilibrium have been modeled by Lucy (1976) and Flannery
(1976), who showed that such systems with isentropic common envelopes would undergo
thermal relaxation oscillations between contact and semi-detached states. In this scenario,
the mass transfer from the primary to the secondary fills the secondary Roche lobe, driv-
ing, in turn, mass transfer from the secondary to the primary. This leads to a continuous
filling of the primary Roche lobe while the secondary undergoes thermal relaxation until it
gets driven back into contact by the continuous mass transfer. The predicted temperatures
of the contact phase are similar and able to reproduce the observed properties of W UMa
stars, while during the semi-detached phase the two components develop very different
effective temperatures. Although this model is physically the most consistent, there is a
lack of observational evidence to support it. A sufficiently large population of detached bi-
naries with different eclipse depths that coincide in period and color with W UMa systems
as predicted by the model has not been observed as of yet (Lucy 1976; Yakut & Eggleton
2005).
If the assumption of local hydrostatic equilibrium is also dropped, small departures
from it may give rise to large-scale convective and advective circulation flows in the com-
mon envelope. Kähler published a series of papers (Kähler 2002a,b, 2003) that describe
models with advective flows in the common envelope. Attempts at constructing such cir-
culation models of energy exchange have proved what a difficult task the modeling of
contact binaries is, as they rely on many a priori assumptions (mildly dynamic advective
flows, efficient radiative or convective relaxation through the point of contact) which may
not be always satisfied, rendering the models incomplete and unsatisfactory for analyzing
a large population of stars. Furthermore, Ste¸pien´ (2009) introduced a model of a baroclinic
structure of the contact envelope, driven by the unequal heating of the critical boundary
by the two components, which gives rise to an equatorial flow driven by the Coriolis force.
In addition, recent spectroscopic analysis of the contact binary AW UMa (Rucinski 2015)
shows evidence of highly energetic mass motions and differential rotation of the primary
star, while the secondary shows evidence of accretion and is smaller than expected from
the Roche equipotential (or Lucy’s) model. Eaton (2016) offered an alternative model of
the same system that displays a high degree of contact, with differential rotation of both
stars.
The amount and complexity of models dealing with the structure of the two main types
of contact binaries, as well as individual peculiar systems, reinforces the need for a more
general treatment of contact binaries, where the strong assumptions on their structure and
dynamics can be abandoned or used in parallel to test for various structural models in
the analysis of observational data. However, with the exception of Lucy’s model whose
assumptions align with the Roche model, none of the models discussed here have been
implemented in state-of-the-art binary star modeling software, which can pose serious
issues when using these codes to determine the underlying stellar parameters and physical
processes governing the atmospheres of these objects. On the other hand, the abundance
of photometric and spectroscopic data on contact binaries and its expected exponential
increase make the use of these publicly available analysis tools extremely convenient.
In most binary star codes today, the combined light and radial velocity curve analysis
is performed with the use of numerical models of the stellar surfaces and their radiative
properties. These are then used to compute synthetic light and radial velocity curves that
are fit to the observed data. An overview of the parameters that go into the computation
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of these models and the current treatment of contact binaries in binary star modeling
software is given in this Chapter. The classical approach to modeling of contact binaries
was implemented in PHOEBE 2.0 within the framework of this Thesis and is used here
to highlight the current problems and inconsistencies it poses to determining the physical
parameters of these systems.
4.2 binary star modeling software
The Wilson-Devinney (WD) model (Wilson & Devinney 1971), first published in 1971,
was the first to incorporate Roche geometry for both circular synchronous orbits (Eq. 2.13),
as well as asynchronous and elliptical orbits (Wilson 1979) in binary star modeling. The
surfaces of the stars are equipotentials sampled in a discretized set of points in colatitude
and longitude (θi, ϕ j), for which the radial distance is obtained through the value of the
Roche potential (Eq. 2.15). A handful of parameters (ephemeris, observational, orbital,
Roche model parameters, radiative properties) enter the model and provide a detailed
description of the physics in each of the surface grid points. The physical and data set
properties that the model uses are given in Table 4.1.
The flux emission from each surface element i of star j = 1, 2 is computed as:
dl(ri j, cos γ; gi j, Ti j, λ) = Gi jDi jRi jS i jIre f , j cos γ dσ (4.1)
where Gi j, Di j, Ri j and S i j represent the corrections due to gravity darkening, limb dark-
ening, reflection effect and presence of spots, respectively. Ire f , j is a scaling factor, as the
underlying dimensions are relative and the absolute intensities are unknown. Ire f , j thus
represents the normal surface intensity at the pole of star j, computed in order to repro-
duce the observed luminosity L j (Kallrath & Milone 2009). The surface element area is
dσ and γ is the angle between the normal to the surface and the radius vector.
The total flux at a certain orbital phase is obtained by the integration of the normal
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where cosφ is the angle between the surface normal and the line of sight. The total ob-
served flux is then:
Ftot = Ftot,1 + Ftot,2 + l3 , (4.3)
where l3 is the contribution of external (third-light) sources, if present.
Several fitting methods have been implemented for the use with WD: the simplex
method (Kallrath & Linnell 1987), differential corrections (Wilson & Devinney 1971),
Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares method (Kallrath et al. 1998) and simulated anneal-
ing (Kallrath & Milone 2008). A review of all of the methods can be found in Prša (2005).
The original PHOEBE (PHysics Of Eclipsing BinariEs) code by Prša & Zwitter (2005)
is an eclipsing binary modeling software built on top of the Wilson-Devinney code. It
has retained full compatibility with the WD code, but has introduced several enhance-
ments to the physical, computational and technical aspects of the model. Color indices
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Table 4.1: Table of parameters entering the WD model and its PHOEBE implementation (Prša
2005).
Parameter Definition
HJD0 [days] Origin of Heliocentric Julian Time
P0 [days] Orbital period
dP/dt [days/day] Time derivative of the orbital period
∆Φ Phase shift
e Orbital eccentricity
ω0 [rad] Argument of periastron
dω/dt [rad/day] Time derivative of the argument of periastron
a [RS un] Semi-major axis of the relative orbit
q = M2/M1 Mass ratio
i [degrees] Orbital inclination
vγ [km/s] Center-of-mass radial velocity
R Interstellar reddening factor (only in PHOEBE)
E(B-V) Interstellar reddening color excess (only in PHOEBE)
Tpole,1, Tpole,2 [K, K] Polar effective temperatures
Ω1, Ω2 Surface Kopal potentials
log g1/g0, log g2/g0 Polar surface gravities
[M/H]1, [M/H]2 Metallicities
A1, A2 Surface albedoes
β1, β2 Gravity darkening coefficients






2 Linear limb darkening coefficients
yld,i1 , y
ld,i







th spot angular radius
τksp k
th spot temperature factor
as constraints on the individual effective temperatures have been introduced to retrieve
the individual temperatures, as the light curve is only sensitive to the ratio of the tem-
peratures, as well as spectra as an independent data source that can be used in modeling.
Main-sequence constraints on the two stars in the binary can also be imposed to relieve
some of the parameter degeneracy, in addition to proper handling of the interstellar and at-
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mospheric extinction. Additional fitting methods (Powell’s method, NMS) and a graphical
user interface (GUI) are also available in PHOEBE.
PHOEBE 2.0 (Prša et al. 2016) is a complete rewrite of the original PHOEBE software.
Unlike the original PHOEBE, it is no longer based on the Wilson-Devinney code due
to the implementation of a new surface discretization method and the extended range of
physical effects that surpass those implemented in the WD code.
The surface discretization is achieved through the marching method which produces
a triangulated mesh of the surface of the body of interest (Hartmann 1998). The stellar
surface is then treated as an opaque body, whose geometric and physical properties define
the radiation emitted from each triangle. The physics that is taken into account in the
construction of a model includes all of the physics defined in the WD model, with the
addition of treatment of Doppler boosting, stellar pulsations, velocity fields, magnetic
fields, etc. Current development of the code focuses on the implementation of multiple
systems and misaligned binaries, as well as an improved modeling of contact binaries,
through the work that comprises this Thesis.
There are currently no fitting methods implemented in PHOEBE-2.0 alone, but its
python base and distribution as a python module make it fairly straightforward to use
it in combination with any external fitting tool, while retaining PHOEBE-2.0 only as a
synthesizer of the model. This has extended the fitting approaches to, among others, the
extremely powerful MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) method, which has been widely
used in recent data analysis of eclipsing binaries.
4.2.1 Contact binaries in Wilson-Devinney and PHOEBE
In the WD and original PHOEBE codes, the iterative computation of the radial distances
with the Newton-Raphson method covers only the surface mesh of the star in the origin
of the reference frame. To resolve this issue, the secondary mesh is computed in its own














where qs = Mp/Ms, Ωs and qp = Ms/Mp, Ωp are the mass ratios and Roche potentials
in the primary and secondary reference frame, respectively.
This is fairly straightforward in a detached system, as the two stars are computed sepa-
rately and then placed in orbit. Contact binary meshes are more complicated to create with
this approach because the radius-vector solutions diverge near and beyond the neck area.
Therefore, the two stars need to be cut at the neck and patched together to form the contact
binary mesh. This cut-off plane is defined at the position of minimum radius in the neck
that is computed by the nekmin subroutine, introduced in Wilson & Biermann (1976). For
a system with q = 1 this plane coincides with the position of the first Lagrangian point
(L1), but for different mass ratios it varies and in principle is not positioned at L1.
The two stars are then created separately, points beyond the cut-off plane for both stars
are removed and the secondary component mesh is placed into orbit (center and all x-
values shifted by a and inverted to face the primary).
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The areas of each surface element in WD are computed based on the solid angle en-









where dθ and dϕ are the sections in latitude and longitude, respectively, corresponding to
r⃗.
The diverging points and cut-off near the neck of a contact binary introduce discontinu-
ities in the created mesh. Namely, the trapezoids created around the points very close to
the neck can cross the boundary plane, causing overlaps with the neighboring trapezoids
of the other component. This in turn means that the accounted area from these points is
larger than it should be. On the other hand, closer to the neck the surface becomes con-
cave and the Newton-Raphson algorithm used to find the radius vector quickly diverges,
leaving a gap between the nearest point and the boundary plane.
WD deals with the overlapping areas by computing the intersections of the elemental
areas with the boundary plane and assigning new areas to each center in the following
way:
• if the center of an element area crosses the boundary plane, the fractional area of
that element is 0 < f < 0.5 and is added to the adjacent element in longitude;
• if the entire area is on the correct component side of the boundary plane, the area
of that element is unchanged;
• if the center of the elemental area is on the right component side but the surface
tile crosses the boundary plane, the fractional area is 0.5 < f < 1 and the new area
dσn = f · dσ is assigned to the element.
The fractional area assignment ensures that the mesh is well connected and deals with
the overlaps between the trapezoids of the two components, but does not solve the issue
of diverging centers, which may leave gaps in the mesh (left panel of Figure 4.1).
4.2.2 Contact binaries in PHOEBE 2.0
The initial support for contact binaries in PHOEBE 2.0 retains the current treatment in
PHOEBE, with modifications to adapt it to marching meshes. All deficiencies of the
trapezoidal meshing of contact binaries are completely avoided by using the marching
algorithm that produces a closed triangularized mesh in all cases and does not diverge
near the neck. This means that the contact binary is created as one mesh in just one step
and there is no need for role reversal of the components, rejection of points, stitching up
at the neck or the fractional area computation inherent to WD meshes. Since it is created
and treated as one mesh, it would by default be assigned one polar effective tempera-
ture, and a smooth temperature distribution is assumed following a gravity darkening law.
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This is in contrast to the WD logic that assigns polar temperatures to the two compo-
nents and computes each hemisphere separately. Another difference between marching
and WD meshes is the mesh points where the radiative properties are computed. In WD,
as before mentioned, everything is computed in the trapezoid centers and weighted by the
surface element areas. In marching, the surface properties (log g, gravity darkening, Teff
and metallicity) are computed in the triangle vertices, while the area-dependent quantities
(intensity, flux) are computed in the triangle centers, where all of the vertex quantities are
averaged and weighted by the triangle area.
































Figure 4.1: Comparison of the neck region coverage in a trapezoidal (left) and triangulated mesh
(right) of a contact system with mass ratio q = 0.5 and fillout factor FF = 0.9. The
trapezoidal mesh is represented by its current implementation in Phoebe, in which each
trapezoid is split into two triangles for plotting, but retains its center, where all local
quantities are computed. Credit: Prša et al., The Astrophysical Journal Supplement
Series, 227, 2016.
One of the main goals of the radiative transfer code development presented in Chapter 5
of this Thesis is to provide contact binary atmosphere tables that will be used to populate
the radiative properties of the contact binary surface in PHOEBE 2.x. However, we have
adapted the existing WD approach to marching meshes in the initial contact binary sup-
port as a reference point for comparing new, untested models. The boundary plane that
separates the two components is computed by the nekmin algorithm and the triangle ver-
tices are split based on the component they belong to. The neck is thus composed of
triangles whose vertices can be split between the two components. For components with
different temperatures this introduces discontinuities when the vertex quantities are aver-
aged. To retain the treatment of contact binaries as close to the WD approach as possible,
each triangle that intersects the neck is assigned a weight based on the number of vertices
that belong to the primary and secondary component. If at least two of the vertices belong
to one component, the whole triangle is populated with radiative properties determined
by the effective temperature of that component. In this way, when the quantities over all
vertices are averaged, there is no mixing of the two components and the separate treat-
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ment is retained. This is clearly completely unphysical but it closely matches the current
wide-spread implementation of contact binary modeling in state-of-the-art software.
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Figure 4.2: Temperature distributions over the marching mesh of a contact binary in PHOEBE 2.0.
Left: contact binary with equal component temperatures. Right: contact binary with
different component temperatures.
4.3 smoothing of the discontinuous temperature distribution
To study the implications of the unphysical modeling of contact binaries with unequal
component temperatures, we have implemented ad-hoc smoothing of the temperature dis-
tribution and studied its effects on the synthetic light curves of several contact binary
systems with published model solutions.
The smoothing algorithm takes several reference points from the WD temperature dis-
tribution: the pole, the two equatorial points in the +y and −y directions, respectively,
and the closest point to the neck of each component. As the z coordinate is a parametric
function of x and y described by Roche potential, the temperature distribution is fit as a
function of the coordinates x and y of the reference points in the x = 0 and x = a planes
of the stellar poles and the y = 0 plane passing through the stellar centers. If the neck
temperatures are not equal, a weighted average value of the two is computed and used in
the new temperature distribution. This ensures a smooth temperature transition over the
neck of the contact binary.
The two-dimensional Gaussian functions used to recompute the neck regions are given
as:
T (x, y)i = Tpole,i exp
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝−(x − x0,i)22σ2x,i −
(y − y0,i)2
2σ2y,i
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+ offset , (4.7)
where T (x, y)i is the temperature in coordinates (x, y) for component i = 1, 2, Tpole,i is
the corresponding polar temperature that is used to predefine the amplitude of the Gaus-
sians, and x0,i, y0,i, σx,i, σy,i are the Gaussian’s mean and variance in the x and y directions,
respectively. The back hemisphere of each component keeps its original temperature dis-
tribution, obtained from the gravity darkening law, while the two hemispheres facing the
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neck are repopulated with the values from their corresponding Gaussian functions. The
points used for fitting the two Gaussian distributions are summarized in Table 4.2.
The weighted average temperature Tavg is computed via:
Tavg = w Tneck,1 + (1 −w) Tneck,2 , (4.8)
where w is a user-defined weight that determines the component with higher contribution
to the neck temperature.
Table 4.2: Contact binary points used for the Gaussian fit of the temperature distribution.
primary component secondary component
(x, y) T (x, y) T point description
(0, 0) Tpole,1 (a, 0) Tpole,2 pole of the star
(0, req,1) Teq,1 (a, req,2) Teq,2 equatorial point in +y
(0,−req,1) Teq,1 (a,−req,2) Teq,2 equatorial point in −y
(xneck,1, 0) Tavg (xneck,2, 0) Tavg closest point to the neck
This temperature smoothing is clearly ad-hoc and should not be used as a replacement
for any physical mechanism of mixing and temperature distribution smoothing in contact
binaries. It has been used here only to demonstrate the potential effects that mixing and
smoothing of the temperature distribution would have on the synthetic light curves and
model solutions obtained through current binary star modeling software. For this purpose,
we have modeled two contact binary systems with published system parameters with un-
equal component temperatures: BL Eri (Liu et al. 1996) and BL And (Kaluzny 1985). The
published model parameters of the two systems are given in Table 4.3.
• BL Eri
A photometric model solution of the contact binary BL Eri has been published by
Liu et al. (1996), with reported component temperatures that differ by about ∼ 400
K. This difference manifests itself in the surface temperature distribution as a dis-
continuous temperature jump (top panel of Figure 4.3). A synthetic light curve is
produced with PHOEBE 2.0 by adopting the published model parameters and ne-
glecting the presence of spots. The bottom panel of Figure 4.3 shows the synthetic
light curve that is obtained by fitting the observations with this discontinuous tem-
perature distribution model, which agrees reasonably well with the observed light
curve. However, the synthetic light curves produced with smoothed temperature dis-
tribution (Figure 4.4) clearly do not agree with the observations well. The largest
difference is notable in the secondary depth, which is significantly lower in the
smoothed temperature model. A more subtle temperature modification can be intro-
duced by recomputing the temperature distribution in a small area around the neck
(Figure 4.5), where the difference in eclipse depth becomes less notable.
The ratio of eclipse depths is proportional to the flux ratio of the two components,
therefore neglecting the physical requirement for some smoothing of the properties
at the boundary can lead to erroneous estimates of the flux contribution of each com-
ponent. On the other hand, contact binaries cannot really be thought of in terms of
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Table 4.3: Model parameters for BL Eri and BL And. Adapted from the CALEB catalog, with
model solutions published in Liu et al. (1996) and Kaluzny (1985), respectively. The
parameters with uncertainties have been fitted to the light curve, while the ones without
uncertainties have been kept fixed or error estimates are not given in the cited sources.
Parameters BL Eri BL And
q 0.546 ± 0.002 0.311 ± 0.008
Ω1 = Ω2 2.9108 ± 0.0030 2.394 ± 0.019
Teff,1 5980 7500












i 89.8 ± 0.8 88.0 ± 1.7
components since we are dealing with only one surface, thus a unique and smooth
temperature distribution over the surface mesh would be preferred for accurate mod-
eling of these systems.
• BL And
An even more extreme case of a published model of a contact binary with temper-
ature discontinuity is BL And (Kaluzny 1985). The reported model temperatures
differ by ∼ 2000 K, which causes a huge unphysical jump in the neck temperatures
(top panel of Figure 4.6). The published model with this discontinuity agrees well
with the observations, but the temperature-smoothed models change the synthetic
light curves dramatically (Figure 4.7). The less pronounced temperature modifica-
tion localized in an area around the neck (Figure 4.8) still produces light curves that
differ greatly from the one computed with the published model. The amplitude of
the maxima and minima changes in all cases, as well as the width of the eclipses.
This in turn influences the values of all reported system parameters: mass ratio, sur-
face potential, temperature ratio and inclination. If radial velocity curves for the
system are also available, these quantities can be related to the physical parameters
of the two stars, like masses and radii, which are the key point of interest of mod-
eling binary stars. This unphysical model solution would without a doubt result in
stellar parameters that differ substantially from the true system parameters.
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Figure 4.3: Left: the original WD temperature distribution of BL Eri along the x axis of the
Roche coordinate system. Right: the corresponding observed (grey dots) and synthetic
(dashed line) light curves.
































Figure 4.4: Modified temperature distributions with different primary component weights of the
average neck temperature (left) and their corresponding light curves (right) for BL Eri.
The modified region spans the whole contact binary surface between the poles of the
two components.
































Figure 4.5: Modified temperature distributions with different primary component weights of the
average neck temperature (left) and their corresponding light curves (right) for BL Eri.
The modified region spans the stellar surface in the range (xneck − 0.4, xneck + 0.4).
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Figure 4.6: Left: the original WD temperature distribution of BL And along the x axis of the
Roche coordinate system. Right: the corresponding observed (grey dots) and synthetic
(dashed line) light curves.


































Figure 4.7: Modified temperature distributions with different primary component weights of the
average neck temperature (left) and their corresponding light curves (right) for BL
And. The modified region spans the whole contact binary surface between the poles of
the two components.

































Figure 4.8: Modified temperature distributions with different primary component weights of the
average neck temperature (left) and their corresponding light curves (right) for BL And.
The modified region spans the stellar surface in the range (xneck − 0.4, xneck + 0.4).
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In practice, the majority of the contact binaries would not face this problem because
of their similar surface temperatures. This can be seen by comparing the results on the
smoothing of BL Eri, where ∆T ∼ 400 K and BL And with ∆T ∼ 2000 K. The light
curves produced with smoothed temperatures in a localized neck area fall within the ob-
servational error for BL Eri and their effect is negligible, while their disagreement with
the observations is still significant for BL And.
Thus we can conclude that the smaller the difference ∆T between the two component
temperatures, the smaller the effect of the smoothing on the light curve. Nonetheless,
this does not mean that the temperatures used to populate the component surfaces are
correct if they do not have a neck discontinuity. As mentioned before, the computation
of the light curves in binary star analysis software available today uses atmosphere tables
computed for single stars, under assumptions valid for single stars in local thermodynamic
equilibrium, many of which do not apply to contact binary stars. This in turn affects
the determination of model parameter values, which are directly related to the physical
properties of the system. This fact alone, combined with the inflow of large quantities of
high-quality data that we have on hand and still expect from large scale surveys, calls





R A D I AT I V E T R A N S F E R I N C O N TAC T B I NA RY AT M O S P H E R E S
The estimates of existing and expected amount of data on contact binary stars, given in
Chapter 3, and the deficiencies of the current numerical models used for analysis of the
gathered data, addressed in Chapter 4, were the main motivation behind the work pre-
sented in this Chapter. Within the framework of this Thesis, the initial steps towards build-
ing a generalized code of radiative transfer have been developed, with the main long-term
goal of computing the distribution of radiative properties over contact binary atmospheres,
given any hydrodynamical model of their structure. This Chapter provides an overview of
the basic physical principles of radiative transfer, their implementation in existing models
of stellar atmospheres and a detailed outline of the COBAIN (COntact Binary Atmo-
spheres with INterpolation) code. Initial tests on single rotating stars and a simplified
model of a contact binary are given, as well as discussion of the current deficiencies of
the code and future prospects.
5.1 the basics of radiative transfer
Light emitted by astrophysical sources is our main source of information for the Universe
outside of our Solar System and its analysis requires fundamental understanding of the
radiative processes in these objects. The basic quantity used in radiative transfer compu-
tation is specific intensity Iν(r⃗, n⃗, t), defined as the energy transported through an area dA
at point r⃗, in the time interval between t and t + dt, in the frequency range between ν and
ν+ dν, over the solid angle dΩ around the direction n⃗:
Iν(r⃗, n⃗, t) =
dEν
cos θ dA dt dν dΩ
, (5.1)
where θ is the angle between the direction of propagation and the surface normal.
Most faraway stars, with the clear exception of our Sun, are seen from Earth as point
sources of light, therefore we are unable to resolve individual rays coming from their
surface in multiple directions. It is thus useful to introduce quantities that are more closely
related to the average of the intensities in all directions.
Monochromatic mean intensity is the average value of the specific intensity over the
whole solid angle:
⟨Iν⟩ ≡ Jν(r⃗) = 14π
∫︁
IνdΩ . (5.2)
The monochromatic flux is defined as the net flow of energy per second through an area
perpendicular to the normal of the surface and is computed as:
Fν =
∫︁
Iν cos θdΩ . (5.3)
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5.1.1 Local thermodynamic equilibrium
Thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved when interactions between particles and radia-
tion produce an isotropic radiation field whose energy distribution is described through
Planck’s law (Eq. 2.62) and all statistical distribution functions are characterized by one
single temperature (Pols 2011). We know that the temperature in stars increases with
depth, therefore stars are not in complete thermodynamic equilibrium, however, local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) can be achieved in the interior regions of stars, where





where κ is the opacity coefficient and ρ is the density. The opacity coefficient of the stellar
interior can be approximated with that of a fully ionized gas κ = 0.4 cm2/g, while the
average stellar density is of the order of 1 g/cm3, or 1.4 g/cm3 for our Sun. Therefore,
the average photon mean free path in stars is ∼ 1 cm. Given that this is an average estimate
for the whole star, the true values of the mean free path range from much smaller towards
the center of the star and much larger towards its surface (if we assume a central density
of 100 g/cm3 and surface density of 10−6 g/cm3 the range of mean free paths spans
from ∼ 0.01 cm to ∼ 10 km).
The average temperature difference corresponding to one mean free path can be esti-
mated through (Pols 2011):
∆T ≈ dT
dr
lMFP ≈ TcR lMFP (5.5)
If we assume values similar to our Sun’s for the central temperature, Tc ∼ 107 K, and
radius, R ∼ 1011 cm, the temperature difference over one mean free path is of the order of
10−4 K, which is 11 orders of magnitude smaller than the interior temperature. Therefore
a region that is significantly smaller than the overall size of the star is still larger than the
range of interactions between the photons and gas particles and can be considered as in a
state of local thermodynamical equilibrium. The radiation field on these local scales will,
thus, closely follow Planck’s law for blackbody radiation for the given local temperature
T . However, towards the surface of the star the mean free path of the photons increases
significantly and this approximation no longer applies and the radiation field needs to be
computed through the laws of radiative transfer that include the emission, absorption and
scattering properties of the medium.
5.1.2 The equation of radiative transfer
A broad overview of the topic of radiative transfer can be found in Rybicki & Lightman
(1986), with its applications to stellar atmospheres covered in detail in Rutten (2003).
The brief summary of the more important concepts relevant to this Thesis, given in this
Section, closely follows Rutten (2003).
Specific intensity is a macroscopic representation of the energy carried by a ray of iden-
tical photons traveling in a given direction. If there is no absorbing or emitting medium in
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the path of the ray, specific intensity is conserved throughout the entire ray. The increase
in intensity due to the medium’s emissivity can be written as:
dIν(s) = jνds , (5.6)
where jν is the monochromatic emissivity of the medium, defined as the energy dEν added
to the radiation in the wavelength range (ν, ν+ dν), in the time interval (t, t + dt), in unit
volume dV , in directions dΩ and ds is the geometrical path length along the ray.
Absorption takes energy from the radiation and is governed by the absorption coef-
ficient χν of the medium, which depends on the mass density of absorbers ρ and the
monochromatic opacity of the medium κν. The decrease in intensity per unit of path length
ds is then:
dIν(s) = −χνIνds . (5.7)
Taking into account the effects of absorption and emission in a medium, the complete
time-independent radiation transfer equation can be written as:
dIν(s)
ds
= jν(s) − χν(s)Iν(s) . (5.8)






and the radiative transfer equation can be written in its most common form:
dIν(s)
χν(s)ds
= S ν(s) − Iν(s) . (5.10)
The product of the absorption coefficient, whose units are cm−1, and the path length
defines the dimensionless optical path length dτν. The optical depth of a medium between





The optical depth is a dimensionless equivalent of the geometrical mean free path in the
medium (an optical depth of 1 corresponds to one geometrical mean free path). A medium
with τ < 1 is considered optically thin (transparent to radiation), while τ > 1 corresponds
to an optically thick (opaque) medium.
Finally, the radiative transfer equation expressed in terms of the optical depth is:
dIν
dτν
= S ν − Iν . (5.12)
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5.1.3 Formal solution of the radiative transfer equation
Equation 5.12 is a linear first-order differential equation with constant coefficients and, as
such, must have an integrating factor in the form eτν and be solved as follows:
dIν
dτν
eτν = S νeτν − Iνeτν
dIν
dτν
eτν + Iνeτν = S νeτν
d
dτν















If we set the optical depth at the starting position s0: τν,1 = 0; and the optical depth
at s as the difference between the optical depths at point s0 and point s: τν,2 = ∆τν, the
formal solution of the radiative transfer at a given position s along the ray becomes:
Iν(s) = Iν(s0)e−∆τν +
∫︁ ∆τν
0
S ν(t)e−(∆τν−tν)dtν . (5.14)
Therefore, if the source function is known everywhere and for all wavelengths, the com-
putation of intensity at any point, direction and wavelength is relatively straightforward.
If we assume an object radiating as a black body in local thermodynamical equilibrium
(LTE), the source function is equivalent to the Planck function Bν. Unfortunately, this is
rarely the case, especially if scattering is taken into account as well, where S ν is a function
of the radiation field itself. Consequently, the radiative transfer inside a stellar atmosphere
is usually computed iteratively, by modifying the values of the temperature which dictates
the values of the source function and opacities until all quantities converge.
5.1.4 Scattering and the source function
Scattering is a process that does not produce new or absorb existing photons, but rather
modifies their direction and wavelength distributions. Rigorous treatment of scattering
is very complex and involves a detailed analysis of all processes that may arise under
certain conditions, for all wavelengths and directions separately. The simplest formulation
can be made under the assumption of isotropic coherent continuum scattering, where the
scattering coefficient jsν is written as the product of the monochromatic scattering cross
section σν and the mean intensity Jν (Mihalas 1970):
I sν = j
s
νds = σνJνds . (5.15)







Jν = (1 − ϵ)Bν + ϵJν , (5.16)
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where the parameter ϵ determines the contribution of scattering to the source function.
In the limit of strict LTE (ϵ = 0), the source function is equal to Planck’s blackbody
radiation S ν = Bν, while in the limit of pure isotropic scattering (ϵ = 1) it is equal to the
mean intensity S ν = Jν.
5.2 radiative transfer models and model atmospheres
The complexity of the problem of solving stellar atmospheres has resulted in the develop-
ment of numerous methods and models that are in wide use today. They can be roughly
divided into four main categories (Meinköhn et al. 2007):
• One-dimensional plane-parallel methods are most suitable for stars with very thin
atmospheres, where the depth of the atmosphere is much smaller than the radius of
the star.
• Angle-Momentum methods use the diffusion approximation and are therefore
more suitable for larger optical depths.
• Discrete-ordinate methods are characterized by discretization of the direction of
ray propagation by way of finite differences or characteristics.
• Monte Carlo methods incorporate the probabilistic nature of radiative transfer by
following the propagation (emission, absorption and scattering) of photon packages
through a medium. They are extremely flexible in terms of geometry but can also
be very computationally expensive.
Covering the basic assumptions and implementation of all radiative transfer methods and
models available is beyond the scope of this dissertation, thus only the ones with broader
implications to the topic will be discussed in the upcoming Sections.
5.2.1 Plane-parallel solutions
The radiative transfer equation is most easily solved if we assume a one-dimensional
plane-parallel atmosphere of a spherically symmetric star in hydrostatic and local thermo-
dynamical equilibrium. Under these assumptions all stellar quantities only depend on the
radial direction r and the direction of propagation is only a function of the cosine of the




= Iν − S ν (5.17)
with dτ = − ∫︀ r∞ χ(r′)dr′.
The formal solution in one dimension can be split into an inward directed intensity
(µ < 0) part:




and an outward directed intensity (µ > 0) part:
I+ν (τν, µ) = +
∫︁ ∞
τν
S ν(tν)e−(tν−τν)/µdt , (5.19)
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with boundary conditions I+ν (∞, µ) = 0 and I−ν (0, µ) = 0. It is standard procedure to
solve the plane-parallel radiative transfer numerically, by discretizing the formal solution
in a set of optical depth points. Powerful numerical solvers and convergence accelerating
methods have been developed for fast an accurate computation of a stellar atmosphere,
most notably the Feautrier method (Hummer & Rybicki 1970) of antisymmetric averages
and accelerated Lambda iteration (Hubeny 2003). With the introduction of the microturbu-
lent velocity parameter, these models have been successful in producing physical spectral
energy distributions for lower mass single stars.
5.2.1.1 The grey approximation
Even with the simple geometry of plane-parallel atmospheres, the opacity and intensity
are functions of wavelength and need to be considered for each wavelength separately,
requiring that we solve as many radiative transfer equations as there are wavelengths in
consideration. The simplest solution to the radiative transfer equation for a plane-parallel
atmosphere is obtained if the wavelength dependency of the opacity is neglected and
replaced with a mean value. The source function is then equivalent to the integrated Planck
distribution over all wavelengths and the following relations hold:
S (τ) = J(τ) = B(τ) = (σ/π)T 4 , (5.20)
F = σT 4eff , (5.21)




















The method of short characteristics makes it possible to extend the solution of the radia-
tive transfer equation to two- and three-dimensional geometries and introduce multidimen-
sional effects, like velocity and magnetic fields, to the radiative transfer computation (van
Noort et al. 2002). The method, first proposed by Mihalas et al. (1978), is based on direct
integration of the radiative transfer equation over a grid cell by using interpolation in the
optical depth (Kunasz & Auer 1988). Its major advantage is the possibility to compute
radiative transfer locally within each cell. The structural quantities (temperature, density,
pressure, opacity etc.) of the grid need to be computed beforehand, but the method can
be easily incorporated in iterative schemes (Kunasz & Olson 1988) which allow for the
temperature correction, if radiative equilibrium is imposed.
There are many different variations of the short characteristic method, in particular
regarding the functions chosen for interpolation of the quantities along a short character-
istics. The method presented here is the simplest one using quadratic interpolation and
closely follows van Noort et al. (2002).
The short characteristics method calculates the specific intensity Ic in a chosen point of
a two- or three-dimensional grid Mc, propagating in direction n⃗ = (cos θ cosφ, cos θ sinφ, sin θ),
where θ ∈ [0, π] and φ ∈ [0, 2π] cover the whole spatial angle of 4π. The neighboring cell
in the direction opposite of the ray propagation is referred to as the upwind cell, while
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of a short characteristic centered at Mc in the direction n⃗ and
its intersections Md and Mu with the downwind cell (solid vertices) and upwind cell
(dotted vertices), respectively.
the cell in the direction of ray propagation is referred to as the downwind cell. Following
the propagation of the ray that goes through Mc in direction n⃗, a short characteristic is
defined by the line joining the intersection of the ray with the upwind cell, Mu, to the cur-
rent point Mc, extending in the direction of propagation to the intersection point Md with
a downwind cell (Figure 5.1). Ic can then be computed from the formal solution of the ra-
diative transfer equation, given that the source function and opacity are known in all of the
points along the short characteristic and the intensity is known in the upwind point. These
quantities are only computed in the vertices of the cells, while the upwind and downwind
points do not generally coincide with a grid vertex. For this purpose, the values of all of
the required quantities need to be interpolated from neighboring grid vertices.
The formal solution of the radiative transfer equation requires the knowledge of the
functional dependence of S (τ) along the short characteristic. Since we only know its
values in the central, upwind and downwind points, we can write the value of the source
function at any optical depth τ through a second-order Taylor expansion around the central
point:














The subscript c refers to quantities computed in the central point of the short charac-
teristic and ∆τ = τ − τc. The first and second derivatives in the central point can be
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computed by second-order finite differences between the upwind and downwind cell (van

















(S c − S d)/∆τc,d − (S u − S c)/∆τu,c
∆τu,c + ∆τc,d
(5.26)
The discretized solution of the radiative transfer equation is then:














with w0 = 1 − e−∆τu,c , w1 = w0 − ∆u,ce−∆τu,c and w2 = 2w1 − (∆τu,c)2e−∆τu,c .

















The radiative transfer computation with short characteristics is relatively fast because
it only needs to interpolate the quantities in three points of each cell, so the computation
time is dictated primarily by the size of the grid. It works in 2D and 3D geometry and
can be modified to incorporate velocity fields to simulate flows. However, because of the
simplicity of its assumptions (at most quadratic variation of the source function inside a
cell) it cannot handle complex geometries and is best used for multidimensional plane-
parallel atmospheres.
5.2.3 Monte Carlo radiative transfer
The physics of radiative transfer, when stripped off of all the concepts employed to de-
scribe it (the source function, intensities and its moments), really boils down to photons
and their interactions. Monte Carlo radiative transfer makes use of this by following the
absorption and scattering of photon packets throughout the medium. The total energy
available to radiation is distributed equally among a set of photon packets, which are emit-
ted from the lowest grid boundary. A random optical depth is drawn from its normalized
cumulative probability distribution:
τ = − ln(z), z = rand(0, 1) (5.29)






where κ is the opacity and ρ the average density of the cell. If L is larger than the path
length the photon would travel through the cell, it is allowed to propagate further into the
neighboring cell, at which point a new optical depth is randomly drawn. If L is smaller
than the path length through the cell, the packet is either scattered or absorbed and re-
emitted. The probability of scattering or absorption is determined from the corresponding
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cross-sections. If a photon packet is absorbed, it is re-emitted in accordance with the
emissivity of the medium, while the total energy of the packet remains unchanged. This
ensures that energy is conserved throughout the whole star. If the photon packet is scat-
tered, the scattering angle is drawn from an angular phase function. The photon packets
are propagated in this way until they cross the outer grid boundary (or in physical terms,
are emitted from the surface of the star). The photon packets can also propagate back into
the star and eventually cross the lowest boundary, at which case the code terminates their
propagation.
The number of photons at a given frequency escaping the surface from each cell can
then be used to compute the quantities that are traditionally related to radiative transfer,
like specific intensity, mean intensity and flux. The contribution of a photon packet of





After processing a large number of photon packets, the values of these quantities of
interest should converge and become statistically significant, much like these processes
occur in nature.
Multi-dimensional Monte Carlo methods have been used to simulate radiative transfer
in many astrophysical objects, including proto-planetary and accretion disks, interstellar
gas and dust clouds, supernovae, in studies of Ly-α line profiles observed in star-forming
galaxies, etc. Many of these objects have the advantage of the matter properties being
decoupled from radiation and thus do not call for iterative schemes, which additionally
add to the required computation time. Stellar atmospheres do not have this advantage, but
the advent of technology and ever-increasing computational power makes it possible to
put Monte Carlo methods in the framework of radiative transfer iterative schemes. Lucy
(1999) has proposed a method of temperature correction with Monte Carlo methods by en-
suring that the emission rate is equal to the absorption rate in each grid cell, which, when
converged, ensures both energy and luminosity conservation and radiative equilibrium. In
contrast to short characteristics, Monte Carlo methods work well in any geometry, but
they are more computationally expensive, especially when used to simulate the radiation
in denser environments like stellar interiors.
5.3 cobain code overview
The work presented in Section 4.3 clearly showed that the treatment of contact binaries
as two separate stellar components can lead to erroneous estimation of the system param-
eters. Furthermore, the assumptions of the single star model atmospheres (Section 5.2),
used for computation of the normal emergent intensities in binary star analysis codes,
do not always apply to contact binaries. Contact binaries clearly violate the assumption
of spherical symmetry due to their tidally distorted surface but also due to the presence
of two sources from which radiation propagates towards the atmosphere. Even in non-
LTE models, where the local thermodynamical equilibrium assumption is abandoned, the
assumption of an atmosphere in hydrodynamical equilibrium still holds. This is not neces-
sarily the case for contact binary atmospheres because the potentially different densities
and temperatures can give rise to flows that can significantly affect the heat and radiation
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transfer. On the other hand, existing codes that can take all of these effects into account,
like Monte Carlo radiative transfer, are as of yet too slow in media with stellar densities
and cannot yield the expected results in a reasonable time. However, this does not exclude
their consideration for the future, when more computational power becomes available for
a project of this magnitude.
The persisting lack of contact binary atmosphere tables is the main motivation for the
development of a new generalized radiative transfer code. Our understanding of the struc-
ture and dynamics of these systems relies solely on their photometric and spectroscopic
data, the accurate analysis of which calls for accurate contact binary atmosphere models
that are computed using hydrodynamical models of their peculiar structure. The COBAIN
(COntact Binary Atmospheres with INterpolation) code, which will be presented in this
Section in detail, is the first step towards the accomplishment of this ambitious goal. The
code currently supports radiative transfer computation in grey atmospheres of spherical
stars, rotating stars, differentially rotating stars and contact binaries whose interior struc-
ture is approximated by polytropes. As of yet, subdivided Cartesian grids and nested
equipotential grids are supported. The radiative transfer computation alone is completely
general and can be used with any chosen structure model of stellar objects, preferably
easily parametrized in spherical or cartesian coordinates to ensure fast interpolation and
convergence, while other geometries can greatly affect its speed. Because of its limitation
to grey atmospheres, the model does not yet yield full spectra of contact binaries, but
rather the mean intensity distribution in all directions. Implementation of monochromatic
atmosphere treatment is the main priority in the further development of the code, as the
ever-increasing data from Gaia spetrophotometry and spectroscopic surveys are expected
to result in a large sample of spectra of contact binaries that can be used for both individual
object analysis and population statistics.
5.3.1 Structure population with polytropic solutions and opacities
In order to compute radiative transfer, the mesh first needs to be populated with structural
quantities (density, pressure, temperature, opacities, etc). Since this step is completely
independent from the radiative transfer, the structure can be based on any desired model
that can be easily parametrized on a regular grid, which provides the liberty to explore all
available hydrodynamical models and test new models of contact binaries. Due to their
simple parametrization, polytropic solutions of differential rotation models and tidally
distorted stars are being used at present time. Models of single non-rotating and rotating
stars have been used to test that the radiative transfer code yields the expected intensity
distribution. A detailed derivation of the polytropic solutions of differentially rotating and
tidally distorted stars that are currently implemented in the code is given in Chapter 2.
However, the code is not limited to polytropic structure population and can in principle
work with any hydrodynamical model that can be parametrized in Cartesian or spheri-
cal coordinates. In particular, the structure of contact binaries populated with tidally dis-
torted polytropes is an over-simplified treatment and used for pilot purposes and proof of
concept. Part of the main focus of future work will be replacing it with more complex
hydrodynamical models of contact binary stars.
Once the grid is populated with a hydrodynamical model of the stellar interior, the
opacity of each grid point is computed with the use of OPAL (Iglesias & Rogers 1996)
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Figure 5.2: The logarithm of the Rosseland mean opacity variation with temperature for a poly-
tropic radiative atmosphere of a non-rotating solar-type star. X, Y , Z denote the hydro-
gen, helium and metal mass fractions, respectively.
opacity tables. Opacity encompasses the main sources of emission, absorption and scatter-
ing, that depend on the density, temperature, chemical composition and equations of state
of the stellar interior, as well as the incident photon wavelength. Complete monochro-
matic calculation of stellar opacities is very complex and is, thus, approximated by the













where the monochromatic opacities are averaged over all wavelengths. The OPAL tables
provide the logarithm of the Rosseland mean opacity as a function of the logarithm of
temperature log(T ) for columns of constant log(R), where R = ρ
(T/106)3 . Tables are
available for chemical composition of solar-type stars and α-enhanced elements and have
been computed using line opacities of 19 metals from carbon to nickel (see Table 1 of
Iglesias & Rogers (1996)). COBAIN currently uses interpolation in the solar-type fixed
chemical composition tables. An example of the Rosseland mean opacity dependence on
temperature for a polytropic radiative atmosphere of a non-rotating solar-type star is given
in Fig. 5.2.
5.3.2 Supported grids
In large optical depths in the stellar interior and deeper layers of the atmosphere the ra-
diation is in near-perfect thermodynamical equilibrium and closely follows Planck’s law.
However, as the optical depth decreases in the outermost layers of the atmosphere, the
mean free path of photons becomes larger and the effects of absorption and scattering
become more pronounced. Therefore, the points of interest in radiative transfer computa-
tions are the ones located in a thin layer close to the stellar surface. To account for this,
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the grids implemented in COBAIN are created to better resolve these atmosphere layers
and cover the interior more sparsely in the Cartesian grid, or do not cover it at all in the
nested equipotential grid.
The neck area in contact binaries is densely covered by the mesh as well, because we
expect the effects of mass and heat transfer to be particularly pronounced there in systems
with unequal components.
To reduce the computation time, a symmetry with respect to the xy and xz planes is
assumed:
f (θ) = f (π − θ) and f (φ) = f (−φ) (5.33)
and only a quarter of the mesh is built in the range [xmin, xmax], [0, ymax], [0, zmax]. The
remaining values are populated utilizing the assumed symmetry of the grid.
5.3.2.1 Subdivided Cartesian grid















Figure 5.3: A Cartesian grid of a contact binary with q = 1 and FF = 0.5. The grid size is
(Nx, Ny, Nz) = (11, 6, 6) with 4 subdivision steps. The color bar represents the loga-
rithm of the initial source function distribution.
A three-dimensional subdivided Cartesian grid (Figure 5.3) of the stars is created through
several steps:
• The minimum and maximum points of the surface in all three (x, y, z) directions are
determined analytically from the Roche model.
• A box of size [xmin, xmax], [0, ymax], [0, zmax] is produced and discretized in a set of
(Nx, Ny, Nz) points.
• Each (x, y, z) point is used as a starting vertex of a cube with vertices in the range
(x, x+ dx), (y, y+ dy), (z, z+ dz), where du = (umax − umin)/Nu, for u = x, y, z.
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• To optimize the number of grid points, the initial grid is usually very coarse (Nu ∼
5 − 10) and the cubes intersecting the surface boundary are subdivided. Eight new
cubes are created in place of the original one, with duN+1 = duN/2, where N is
the subdivision number1. This ensures that the atmosphere is discretized in a suffi-
ciently large number of points, while the interior, where radiation closely follows
the blackbody radiation and does not play a significant role in the radiative trans-
fer code, only gets a small fraction of all grid points. The higher the number of
subdivisions, the better the resolution of the grid at the stellar surface.
• The final subdivision step does not split the original cube in 8 equal ones with
half the side length, but searches for points in the direction of the center of the
cube that lie exactly on the Roche equipotential surface. Using the spherical co-
ordinates of the center of the cube (θ,φ), the corresponding radius r is computed
through Eq. 2.15 and, if it lies inside the cube, its Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) =
r(sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) are used as a reference point for subdivision. The in-
tersection of the tangential plane to the surface point with the surrounding cube can
yield a three-, four-, five- or six-sided polygon whose area is computed and assigned
to the surface point. This ensures that, at the final step, the radiative transfer is com-
puted at true surface points of the star and their contribution to the total integrated
flux is properly weighted with their corresponding areas.
This grid is most useful when computing only one iteration of the radiative transfer,
when most quantities that need to be interpolated are only functions of the potential
through the Lane-Emden solution. Its size is sufficiently small - good surface discretiza-
tion can be achieved with ∼ 2 × 104 points computed with 3 ∼ 4 subdivisions, depending
on the initial resolution; and can be used to cover and model regions much deeper in the
star. However, its implementation in iterative schemes of higher order is exceptionally
tricky, as most values become dependent on the three-dimensional position of the point
and multidimensional interpolation in unstructured grids such as this one becomes slow
(e.g. the computational cost of the relatively fast interpolation on unstructured grids with
radial basis functions (RBF) scales with 𝒪(N2) - 𝒪(N3) (Skala 2013)).
5.3.2.2 Nested equipotential grid
The nested equipotential grid (Figure 5.4) is computed in a set of equidistant poten-
tials discretized in equidistant colatitude and longitude values. For each (θ,φ) pair, the
corresponding radius vector is computed using the Newton-Raphson method following
Eq. 2.15. The resulting nested grid is not regular in (x, y, z) nor (r, θ,φ) but rather in
(Ω, θ,φ) and can be used in fast and efficient multidimensional interpolation of all struc-
tural quantities in multiple iterations. A disadvantage of this grid is the size required to
cover the atmosphere, which greatly cripples its resolution - only grids of about (NΩ, Nθ, Nφ) =
(50, 50, 50) are being used at the moment to avoid the creation of large grid files and long
CPU times for one iteration of the radiative transfer code. To ensure a more accurate
interpolation, the differences between the values of the regular grid points need to be suffi-
ciently small. Since the range of spherical angles is already predetermined to θ ∈ [0, π/2]
and φ ∈ [0, π] (regions with θ ∈ [π/2, π] and φ ∈ [π, 2π] are symmetric with respect to
1 N = 0 results in a regular Cartesian grid.
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the x and z axes), the toll on the size is paid in the range of possible potential values, thus
confining this grid to the outermost layers of the star.
The points corresponding to the (θ,φ) values of the neck cannot be covered because
of their diverging Newton-Raphson solutions. However, to account for the possible devia-
tions from the initial assumptions, the neck is instead created as a Cartesian grid spanning
[xneck − ∆x, xneck + ∆x], [−∆y,+∆y], [−∆z,+∆z].
The area of the surface element pertaining to each grid point is computed through
Eq. 4.6.

















Figure 5.4: A potential-spherical grid of a contact binary with q = 1 and FF = 0.05. The grid size
is (NΩ,1, Nθ,1, Nφ,1) = (NΩ,2, Nθ,2, Nφ,2) = (Nx,neck, Ny,neck, Nz,neck) = (50, 50, 50).
The color bar represents the logarithm of the initial source function distribution.
5.3.3 Short characteristics in COBAIN
As an initial study of the radiative transfer in contact binary atmospheres, we implemented
a variation of the short characteristics method, introduced in Section 5.2.2. The main mo-
tivation behind the choice of short characteristics was its speed, simplicity and local com-
putation of radiative transfer within a cell that can be easily made to work with the sub-
divided Cartesian grid. However, the complexity of the grid causes several deficiencies
and inconsistencies with the short characteristics method. Due to the broken symmetry
and the need for a full grid of the true geometry of the contact binaries, the boundary
conditions spanning the boundary x, y and z planes of the standard cartesian short charac-
teristics implementation need to be abandoned. Instead, the whole grid is populated with
initial values computed through the grey atmosphere solution, while each iteration uses
the values from the previous iteration (see Section 5.3.4.1).
Quadratic interpolation of the source function is used in the values of the central, up-
wind and a point half-way through the geometric path length of the ray through the cell.
The absorption coefficient interpolation can be obtained through direct quadratic interpo-
lation or a combination of linear interpolation in density and quadratic interpolation in
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opacity. The results of these interpolations across two different cells are depicted in Fig-
ure 5.5. It is immediately evident that the variation of the structural quantities is far more
complex than the quadratic or linear+quadratic interpolations and the resulting integrated
values across the cell are greatly overestimated.
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Figure 5.5: Quadratic and linear+quadratic interpolation in the absorption coefficient across a cell
close to the equator of the star.
To overcome the issue of overestimating the values in the cell with the simplified,
short-characteristics interpolation, a spline curve is fit to ∼ 1000 points along the ray
interpolated from the grid. Several grid cells with interpolation and spline fits in different
directions are given in Figure 5.6 and show that spline fits closely follow the functional
dependence of the absorption coefficient and source function across a grid cell, thus it
is safe to assume that the estimated spline integrals would be sufficiently accurate and
reliable.
Another consequence of the inadequacy of the short characteristics method with the
complex geometry of the grid is the uneven optical depth in a cartesian surface cell. Due
to the particular surface subdivision, some surface points correspond to uneven cell sub-
division, with different geometric path lengths in different directions, causing uneven dis-
tribution of the position of the upwind point with respect to the central one. This leaves
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Figure 5.6: Spline interpolations (black dashed lines) of the absorption coefficient (color solid
lines) in several directions across two randomly chosen cells of the grid.
an imprint on the surface intensity distribution, with higher intensities corresponding to
longer geometric path lengths and vice versa (Figure 5.7).
These several deficiencies of the method, when applied to the particular choice of grid
for our problem, caused its replacement with the newly developed, generalized radiative
transfer code that uses the whole grid for interpolation along the rays. In addition, the
rays are no longer confined to the size of the given grid cell but rather terminated when
the values become numerically indistinguishable from zero, assuring uniform contribution
of all points along the rays in all directions.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of the geometric depth of surface cells for rays propagating parallel to
the z axis of the coordinate system (top) and the corresponding intensity distribution
computed with short characteristics (bottom). The imprint of the different depths is
clearly visible in the intensity distribution.
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5.3.4 Generalized radiative transfer in an arbitrary grid and stellar structure
When the assumptions of plane-parallel one- or multi-dimensional spherically symmet-
ric atmospheres are abandoned, all simplifications and analytical approximations of the
variation of the stellar parameters across the grid no longer hold and their true distribu-
tions across the grid need to be taken into account in the propagation of radiation. The
core of the COBAIN (COntact Binary Atmospheres with INterpolation) code lies in the
short characteristics method (Section 5.2.2), where the intensity in each grid point is com-
puted by propagating discretized rays in a predefined set of directions spanning the whole
unit sphere around each grid point and numerically integrating the formal solution of the
radiative transfer equation:
I(s) = I(s0)e−∆τ +
∫︁ ∆τ
0
S (t)e−(∆τ−t)dt . (5.34)
A key difference between short characteristics and COBAIN is in the choice of the
propagation end-point adaptively and interpolating the structural quantities in about ∼
1000 points along the ray instead of only three, which is necessary due to the complex
geometry of the objects. In this respect the code derives more from the Monte Carlo
methods, where regardless of the geometry of the grid, a ray is propagated up to a certain
optical depth from its starting point.
This Section focuses on the COBAIN implementation of the grey ray discretization,
numerical optical depth optimization and ray propagation using interpolation over the full
stellar grid.
5.3.4.1 Initial conditions and radiative equilibrium
The numerical integration of the formal radiative transfer solution for each point s requires
the knowledge of the intensity value in a starting point s0 and the values of the source
function in all discretized points along the ray from s0 to s. The initial values of these
quantities are computed through the grey approximation: I = S = σT 4/π.
In each subsequent iteration, the values of the previous iteration are used in the integra-
tion of the formal solution. The solution of the intensity at point s in iteration i is then:
Ii(s) = Ii−1(s0) +
∫︁ ∆τi−1
0






If we assume that the total energy flux is equal to the radiative flux, at each point inside
the star all emitted energy (obtained through jν = ανS ν) must equal all extinct energy
(obtained through the mean over all directions of intensity propagation Jν). This radiative






κνρνS νdν . (5.37)
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Where the frequency-dependence of the source function and mean intensity is taken
into account, their monochromatic values can differ, but the integrals over all frequencies
must be the same to ensure flux conservation and radiative equilibrium. In grey atmo-
spheres, where the dependence on frequency of the quantities is replaced with a mean
value, the integral reduces to J = S . Therefore, in the current grey treatment of atmo-
spheres in COBAIN, the source function after each iteration is computed through the
mean intensity value in each point:
S i = Ji . (5.38)
The radiative transfer computation is iterated until |Ji − S i−1| < ε in each grid point, with
the user-defined convergence threshold ε.
5.3.4.2 Quadratures and ray directions
The mean intesity and flux are computed through integration of the specific intensity over
the solid angle. Since I is in principle a function of the spherical angles at each grid
point, its integrals need to be computed through numerical approximations, or quadratures,
where the integral is approximated by a weighted sum over a finite collection of points on
the unit sphere S = {x ∈ R3 : ||x|| = 1} (Lebedev 1976):∫︁
S
f (x⃗)dΩ = 4π
N−1∑︁
i=0
wi f (xi) = Q[ f ] with
N−1∑︁
i=0
wi = 1 . (5.39)
The choice of weights and directions depends on the definition of quadrature rules.
In COBAIN, Lebedev quadratures computed with the python module quadpy are used.
The choice of Lebedev quadratures is not coincidental - they offer the most uniformly
distributed set of directions over the unit sphere, which is of major importance when the
function that needs to be integrated can vary greatly in different directions. In stellar atmo-
spheres this is especially true for points near the surface where the intensity drops quickly
in directions facing away from the surface normal. The uniform distribution of quadrature
directions is thus essential for consistent weighting of the significant contributions to the
mean intensity and flux integrals.
To further ensure that there is an equal number of directions facing inward and outward,
the quadrature directions are rotated with respect to the equipotential normal nˆ in each grid
point. The simplest way to achieve this is through the computation of the transformation
matrix that rotates the coordinate system of the quadrature directions into the orthonormal
coordinate system spanned by the normal and tangential plane of the equipotential surface
at point r⃗.
The normal of the equipotential Ω at point r⃗ = (x, y, z) is given by:














The tangential plane is defined by two vectors orthogonal to the normal and to each other:
tˆ1 = (t1x, t1y, t1z) = (ny,−nx, 0) and tˆ2 = (t2x, t2y, t2z) = nˆ × tˆ1 . (5.41)
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The quadrature coordinate system is spun by the unit axis vectors:
eˆ1 = (e1x, e1y, e1z) = (1, 0, 0)
eˆ2 = (e2x, e2y, e2z) = (0, 1, 0)
eˆ3 = (e3x, e3y, e3z) = (0, 0, 1)
(5.42)
The transformation matrix from the quadrature to the normal equipotential coordinate
system is computed as:
RΩ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
e⃗1 · t⃗1 e⃗1 · t⃗2 e⃗1 · n⃗
e⃗2 · t⃗1 e⃗2 · t⃗2 e⃗2 · n⃗
e⃗3 · t⃗1 e⃗3 · t⃗2 e⃗3 · n⃗
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Each quadrature direction d⃗Q is then rotated into the coordinate system of the equipo-
tential surface:
d⃗Ω = RΩd⃗Q . (5.43)
This ensures that all directions with latitude 0 < θ < π/2 in the original quadrature
coordinate system are pointing outwards with respect to the equipotential surface, while
all directions with π/2 < θ < π are pointing inwards.























where wouti and I
out
i correspond to the outward directions with colatitude 0 < θ < π/2,
while wini and I
in
i correspond to the inward directions with colatitude π/2 < θ < π.
The grey temperature in each point of the grid is then recomputed following Eq. 5.20
as T = (F/σ)1/4 and new opacities are interpolated from the value of density (which is
kept unchanged) and the new values of grid temperatures.
5.3.4.3 Ray propagation with adaptive step size
Once the quadrature directions are rotated into the normal plane of the equipotential sur-
face at a given grid point r⃗, the rays are discretized in a set of points in all directions. A
step size ∆s is computed and the discretized points are obtained via:
p⃗i = r⃗ − i ∆s d⃗Ω for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...N (5.46)
The values of ∆s and N are computed based on the position of the grid point inside the star.
Uniform or pre-determined step size can result in large numerical errors due to deviations
from the assumed local linearity of the structural quantities along the ray (Figure 5.8).
The variation of all structural quantities near the atmosphere is very steep and the dis-
cretization needs to be optimized to be roughly equal in all points and all directions. This
is achieved through an empirical search of the step size equivalent to a difference in optical
depth of 1 in the following way:
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Figure 5.8: The effect of fixing the step size within different regions of the star: the more the mean
free path decreases towards higher potentials (deeper in the atmosphere), the numerical
errors that arise due to the insufficient discretization of the ray become more prominent
because of deviations from the assumed local linearity of the absorption coefficient and
source function. Grey dashed lines mark regions where the step size value changes to
a one order of magnitude lower one.
• an array of log-equidistant step sizes is created as {s|s ∈ 10range(−10,−4,1000)}, where
range(−10,−4, 1000) spans the array of exponential factors in 1000 points between
−10 and −4;
• the values of density and opacity for each resulting radius vector p⃗s = r⃗ − s d⃗Ω are
interpolated from the grid;
• assuming linear variation of the absorption coefficient χ(s′) = ρ(s′)κ(s′) from r⃗ to
p⃗s, an estimate of the optical depth is computed as ∆τs = (1/2)χss;
• the step size resulting in a value of the optical depth closest to 1 is chosen for the
ray propagation.
In some cases the variation of the absorption coefficient is extremely non-linear and the
resulting step size is overestimated. In these cases, the step size value is iteratively de-
creased by half until a discretization in at least N = 200 points is achieved.
The absorption coefficient and source function values in each ray point:
p⃗i = ri(sin θi cosφi, sin θi sinφi, cos θi), (5.47)
can be obtained in several different regimes based on the corresponding value of the Roche
potential Ωi:
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• If Ωi < ΩS , where ΩS is the Roche potential value at the surface, p⃗i lies outside of
the star and χi = S i = 0.
• If ΩS < Ωi < Ωmax, where Ωmax is the Roche potential value of the innermost
equipotential of the grid, χ( p⃗i) and S ( p⃗i) are interpolated from the value of Ωi in
the case of a Cartesian grid, or in (Ωi, θi,φi) in the case of a nested equipotential
grid.
• If Ωi > Ωmax, the values of density and temperature are computed from the Lane-
Emden solution and used to interpolate the opacity. The absorption coefficient is
computed as χi = ρiκi and the source function is computed through the grey ap-
proximation as S i = σT 4i /π.
Additionally, in contact binaries, if the point lies in the neck area, the absorption coef-
ficient and source function are interpolated from the regular Cartesian grid spanning the
neck.
Numerical integration of the absorption coefficient and source function integrals in
Eqs. 5.35 and 5.36 would involve assumptions on the variation of the absorption coeffi-
cient and source function between successive ray points, which, in the case of large values
of these quantities, is a source of large numerical errors. To avoid this problem, a spline
function is fit through the points χ(s) and S (τ)e−τ and analytically integrated to produce
the corresponding integrals. Since the ray is propagated from the point where we com-
pute specific intensity, the integral
∫︀ ∆τ
0 S (t)e
−(∆τ−t)dt is replaced with the local integral∫︀ τi
0 S (t)e
−tdt. The final boundaries are also inverted: τ = 0 at the point of interest p⃗0 = r⃗,
while τ = ∆τ at the point p⃗N = r⃗ − N ∆s d⃗Ω.
The ray is propagated until the exponential term e−τ becomes numerically indistinguish-
able from 0. Double-precision floating points are used and the computation is terminated
when the cumulative optical depth along a ray reaches ∆τ > 740. N is then the number
of points between e−τ = 1 and e−τ = 0 and depending on the value of step size can have
values between 200 and ∼ 1000.
The resulting intensity in point r⃗ and direction d⃗Ω can then be written as:




The time for the specific intensity computation in one direction spans ∼ 4 × 109 CPU
cycles due to the large number of points that need to be interpolated along the ray and
scales with ∼ 𝒪(N × Nd), where N is the number of points in the grid and Nd is the
number of directions. The computation time can be decreased with the choice of larger
step size, but that may significantly affect the accuracy of the integration, as demonstrated
in Figure 5.8, thus we retain the current choice of step size computation and optimize the
computation time with code parallelization.
5.3.4.4 Parallelization
Because the intensities in each iteration are computed using the structural values of the
grid from the previous iteration, there is no inter-grid communication and the grid points
can be split in any way for parallelization. The main function of the code handling the
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radiative transfer computations takes as input an array of arguments of the grid points
and reads the stored grid quantities from the previous iteration for interpolation. After
the specific intensity, mean intensity and flux are computed in all points per process for
a given iteration, the values of the structural arrays are stored in new files, which can be
used for interpolation in the next iteration. The linear interpolation in the grid with the
choice of a ∆τ ≈ 1 stepsize introduces a roughly constant numerical error that causes
an increase of ∼ 8% of the values in the deeper layers where the solutions approach the
black body approximation. Rescaling the values after each iteration so that the structural
quantities in the near-black body regime stay approximately the same ensures that the
intensities do not artificially increase after each iteration due to this numerical error.
5.4 grey atmosphere simulations
5.4.1 Single stars
All single stellar models are computed for a solar-type star of M = 1 M⊙, R = 1 R⊙,
and solar mean molecular mass µ = 0.6. The polytropic solutions are computed for a
radiative atmosphere with polytropic index n = 3 with the model parameters given in
Table 2.1. The nested equipotential grids of the stars are constructed in (NΩ,i, Nθ,i, Nφ,i) =
(100, 50, 50), spanning a potential range ∆Ω = 0.01.
We have chosen these particular polytropes to test whether the results of the radia-
tive transfer simulation will match the expected outcome for the stable models - a uni-
form normal emergent intensity and flux distribution for the non-rotating model and a
gravity-darkened distribution for the uniformly rotating star. The last model (Model 15 in
Table 2.1) is constructed with a choice of model parameters that yield an unstable differen-
tial rotator with a peculiar geometry - the angular velocity, and, consequently, the radius,
decrease half-way between the pole and the equator. This model was used to test how
well the radiative transfer code follows the geometry of the grid. Results of the radiative
transfer simulations are presented below.
5.4.1.1 Non-rotator
For a well-performing code the non-rotator is expected to yield a uniform distribution of
the normal emergent intensity and its integrals. The bottom panels of Figures 5.9 - 5.12
show the outward and inward normal intensity, mean intensity and flux distribution over
the surface of the star. It is evident that the differences of the order of ∼ 10−14 are purely
numerical and the surface distributions are uniform. The top panels of Figures 5.9 - 5.12
show the outward and inward normal intensity, mean intensity and flux distributions as
functions of potential. Deeper into the atmosphere, the solution approaches the initial
blackbody conditions, as expected, while in the upper layers of the atmosphere there is a
clear deviation from the blackbody solution. The initial decrease of intensity with respect
to blackbody is due to the break of symmetry of incoming radiation (less propagates
inward than outward), which can also be seen in Figure 5.10, that shows the steep decrease
of inward intensity and reaches zero at the surface. On the other hand, in the layers close
to the surface, the outward intensity reaches an almost constant value due to the decrease
in density and temperature that decrease the optical depths and increase the mean free
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path of the rays. This behavior is visible in all radiative transfer models computed with
COBAIN, while differences arise in the ranges of intensity values that are determined by
the particular geometry of the model equipotentials.


















































Figure 5.9: The normal outward intensity as a function of the potential (top) with differences be-
tween successive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for a non-
rotating radiative polytrope.
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Figure 5.10: The normal inward intensity as a function of the potential (top) with differences be-
tween successive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for a non-
rotating radiative polytrope.
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Figure 5.11: The mean intensity as a function of the potential (top) with differences between suc-
cessive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for a non-rotating
radiative polytrope.
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Figure 5.12: The radiative flux as a function of the potential (top) with differences between suc-
cessive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for a non-rotating
radiative polytrope.
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5.4.1.2 Rigid rotator
The shape of a uniformly rotating star is ellipsoidal, with larger radius at the equator
than the pole, and consequently a gradient of the normal emergent intensity is expected,
from higher values near the pole, which is closer to the center, to lowest values near the
equator, where the same difference of optical depth corresponds to smaller geometrical
path lengths. The intensity distribution obtained for a rigid rotating model with ω2 = 0.1
with COBAIN shows precisely that. The gradient of the surface distributions is evident
from the bottom panels of Figures 5.13 - 5.16, while the gradual convergence to blackbody
values towards the deeper layers of the atmosphere is visible in the functional dependence
of the radiative properties with increasing potential, given in the top panels of Figures
5.13 - 5.16.



















































Figure 5.13: The normal outward intensity as a function of the potential (top) with differences
between successive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for a uni-
formly rotating radiative polytrope.
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Figure 5.14: The normal inward intensity as a function of the potential (top) with differences be-
tween successive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for a uni-
formly rotating radiative polytrope.
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Figure 5.15: The mean intensity as a function of the potential (top) with differences between suc-
cessive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for a uniformly rotat-
ing radiative polytrope.
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Figure 5.16: The radiative flux as a function of the potential (top) with differences between succes-
sive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for a uniformly rotating
radiative polytrope.
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5.4.1.3 Unstable differential rotator
The radiative transfer in the unstable differential rotator simulated with COBAIN clearly
demonstrates the performance of the code in different geometries and how closely it fol-
lows the structure of the input model. The peculiar pattern that can be seen on the sur-
face distributions in Figures 5.17 - 5.20, especially in the mean intensity distribution in
Figure 5.20, comes directly from the variation of the radius length from the pole to the
equator (Figure 2.5). This result, although of limited physical significance, confirms the
reliability of the model to perform well in various structures and geometries, without any
substantial loss of accuracy. This puts it in a prime position to compute radiative trans-
fer in complex structural models of objects like contact binaries with differential rotation,
convection, flows, etc.



















































Figure 5.17: The normal outward intensity as a function of the potential (top) with differences
between successive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for an
unstable differentially rotating radiative polytrope.
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Figure 5.18: The normal inward intensity as a function of the potential (top) with differences be-
tween successive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for an un-
stable differentially rotating radiative polytrope.
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Figure 5.19: The mean intensity as a function of the potential (top) with differences between suc-
cessive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for an unstable differ-
entially rotating radiative polytrope.
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Figure 5.20: The radiative flux as a function of the potential (top) with differences between succes-
sive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for an unstable differen-
tially rotating radiative polytrope.
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5.4.2 Contact binaries
The initial treatment of contact binaries in COBAIN is still very rudimental and should not
be used for the analysis of light curve data. However, it is worth simulating the radiative
transfer in a simple, tidally distorted polytropic model of a contact binary to demonstrate
the differences that arise in the atmosphere distribution of radiative properties as a conse-
quence of its peculiar geometry.
The contact binary test case is a q = 1, FF = 0.05 system made of two solar-type
stars, with solar main-sequence masses, radii, effective temperatures and metallicities.
The choice of a test case with two equal stars was made in order to reveal the effect
of tidal distortion on the intensity distribution and numerical errors only, without account-
ing for effects that would arise from structural discontinuities due to the separate structure
population of the two components. The resolution of the contact binary nested equipo-
tential grid is lower than the one used for differential rotators in order to optimize the
computational time and size of the produced files. Each binary component is constructed
in (NΩ,i, Nθ,i, Nφ,i) = (50, 50, 50), spanning a potential range ∆Ω = 0.01.
It is evident from Figures 5.21 - 5.23 that the distributions of the radiative properties
over the contact envelope surface follow the changes in radial distance from the center and
are sensitive to changes in optical depth, much like the rotating models of single stars. The
range of values on a given equipotential towards the surface increases at a much higher
rate than the equivalent regions of the rotating single stars - a direct consequence of the
higher amount of distortion of the equipotential surfaces.
In the contact binary case, there are notable deviations from the black body approxima-
tion near the transition-layer potentials that were not present in the single star simulations.
A more detailed analysis of the numerical errors reveals they overall increase with each
successive iteration. Figure 5.25 shows the flux distribution over a primary equipotential
close to the transition to black body regime, where the numerical errors are prominent.
Several points near the neck of the star diverge significantly from the overall distribution,
but a close inspection of the points in the smooth flux distribution also reveals an increase
in numerical noise with larger number of iterations (inner plot of Figure 5.25). The first
iteration produces a smooth distribution that follows the geometry of the model without
significant numerical noise, which is due to the interpolation in the first step being essen-
tially one-dimensional - the initial structural quantities are only functions of the potential.
The increase of the overall noise in the flux distribution per iteration is, thus, computed as
the variance σres of the residuals between each successive iteration and the first iteration.
Figure 5.26 shows the integrated flux over an equipotential, where σres determines the
size of the error bars. It is clear that iterations above ni = 5 are unreliable and contain
a lot of numerical noise, even though the integrated flux values do not vary significantly
over multiple iterations.
There are two main sources of these numerical errors:
• The more complex geometry of the mesh - the tidally distorted equipotentials affect
the accuracy of interpolation in the nested equipotential grid, especially near the
neck where the gradients are steeper;
• Resolution of the grid - if the differences in potential and spherical angles between
neighboring grid points are such that the functional form of the structural quantities
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between them deviate from the assumed linearity, both interpolation and integration
will contribute a significant numerical error. This is again especially notable near the
neck and colatitudes closer to the equator where the grid points are more sparsely
distributed compared to the rest of the grid.
These numerical issues call primarily for finer grids that substantially increase the cost
of the computation and will be optimized once more computational power becomes avail-
able for this project.
5.4.3 Discussion and future prospects
The results presented in Sect. 5.4 are intended only as a demonstration of the performance
of the code in stars populated with a given structural model and are still far from physical
reality, especially for contact binaries.
Differential rotation models clearly indicate that the resulting intensity distribution
closely follows the geometry and structure of the input model even after one iteration,
and matches the expected intensity distribution in the case of stable models, like the non-
rotating and uniformly rotating star. However, more advanced treatment is required to
compare the results of the code simulations with other atmosphere models. This requires
the computation of true physical stellar models whose interior structure cannot be de-
scribed by a polytropic solution only, in particular not with one differentially rotating
model. In addition, the grey atmosphere solutions do not allow for proper treatment of the
effects of absorption and scattering at different wavelengths, hence monochromatic treat-
ment is one of the key prospects for the future development of COBAIN. Computing the
radiative transfer at a large number of wavelengths simultaneously is not an easy task and
would increase the computational expense of the code even further, thus acquiring suffi-
cient computational power is essential for the success of this project. Fortunately, the use
and continuous upgrades of high-performance computing clusters has become standard
practice in modern astrophysics and allows for the execution of complex and computa-
tionally expensive codes such as this one.
On the other hand, computing the atmosphere using COBAIN for every light curve
that needs to be analyzed is completely impractical, especially since there is a great in-
flux of photometric and spectroscopic data from large-scale sky surveys, as demonstrated
in Chapter 3. For this purpose, the computation of contact binary atmosphere tables for
different structural models and different values of the stellar properties, like mass ratio,
potential, surface temperature, etc, is foreseen for the future. The atmosphere tables are
intended to replace the current single star model atmospheres that are used in state-of-the-
art binary star modeling software, in particular PHOEBE 2.
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Figure 5.21: The normal outward intensity as a function of the potential (top) with differences be-
tween successive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for a contact
binary with q = 1.
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Figure 5.22: The normal inward intensity as a function of the potential (top) with differences be-
tween successive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for a contact
binary with q = 1.
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Figure 5.23: The mean intensity as a function of the potential (top) with differences between suc-
cessive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for a contact binary
with q = 1.
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Figure 5.24: The radiative flux as a function of the potential (top) with differences between suc-
cessive iterations (middle) and its surface distribution (bottom) for a a contact binary
with q = 1.
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Figure 5.25: Flux distribution over an equipotential for several radiative transfer iterations.











Figure 5.26: The integrated flux per iteration, with error bars representing the variance σres of the
residuals between each successive iteration and the first iteration (a measure of choice
for the overall numerical noise.)
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C O N C L U S I O N S
Contact binary stars represent a significant portion of binary star populations, with promi-
nent observational properties that make them easily detectable in photometric and spec-
troscopic studies. Their structure has, however, puzzled astronomers ever since their dis-
covery. The overview of early observational studies presented in Chapter 3 of this Thesis
shows that spectroscopic observations of these systems and their radial velocity curves
yield mass ratios that consistently deviate from unity, signaling very different stellar com-
ponents. On the other hand, their light curves very often show eclipses of similar or equal
depth, with little color variation between eclipses, pointing to equal or similar surface
temperatures across the entire contact envelope. This has propelled the development of a
plethora of theoretical models to explain potential mechanisms of heat and mass transfer
that equalize the temperature in the envelope, ranging from models in hydro- and ther-
modynamical equilibrium, thermal-relaxation oscillations between a contact and semi-
detached configuration, contact discontinuity models, or models with advective flows.
The short orbital periods and continuous variability of contact binaries render them
abundant in observational studies observational properties, with a substantial increase ex-
pected from current and future large-scale all-sky surveys. The study of detectability of
eclipsing binary stars with Gaia (Section 3.3), which was carried out within the framework
of this Thesis, has demonstrated that at least ∼ 30 − 40% of the expected Gaia eclipsing
binaries are estimated to be contact binary candidates. This will increase the observed pop-
ulation of such systems by several orders of magnitude and enable more detailed studies
of the range of their properties, structure, formation and evolution in the Galaxy. However,
there is a persistent gap between the existing complex theoretical models of contact binary
structure and the modern tools used for analysis, in which the contact binary envelope is
treated as a mere concatenation of two stars. Section 4.3 showed that the implications
on the treatment of contact binaries with these simplified models can be substantial and
lead to erroneous estimates of the model parameters. One of the main goals of this Thesis
was, thus, to bridge this gap, through the introduction of a generalized radiative transfer
code that can be used both with complex hydrodynamical models of the contact binary
structure, and be implemented through atmosphere tables in binary star analysis software.
The fundamental principles of the new radiative transfer code COBAIN have been out-
lined and its performance tested on several models of single stars and simplified models
of contact binaries. We have shown that the code works well with any geometry and is
not limited to simple stellar models. However, reliable results on contact binaries are to
be obtained through grids with better resolution, which would be made possible by access
to more computational power that is foreseen for the future.
The full development of the code into a tool for synthesizing multi-wavelength contact
binary atmospheres and contact binary spectra is an extremely ambitious undertaking that
requires a lot of computational time and power - a project intended to be completed within
several years from now, in time for the analysis of contact binary data from missions like
Gaia and LSST, as well as the data in current eclipsing binary star catalogs, like Kepler
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and OGLE-4. This step is essential not only for uncovering the true structure and range of
properties of these systems, but also for studies of their contribution to stellar populations,
formation and evolution - the main scientific goal of most modern large-scale sky surveys.
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R A Z Š I R J E N I P OV Z E T E K V S L OV E N S K E M J E Z I K U
Raziskave zvezdnih populacij v Galaksiji kažejo, da je vsaj 50% vseh zvezd gravitaci-
jsko vezanih v dvojne ali vecˇkratne sisteme (Abt 1983; Pinfield et al. 2003). Kot takšne
jih zaznamo zaradi orbitalnega gibanja okrog skupnega težišcˇa, ki povzrocˇa periodicˇne
spremembe položaja in radialne hitrosti ter vpliva na opazovano svetlobo zvezd. Med
gibanjem okoli skupnega težišcˇa se radialna hitrost zvezde periodicˇno spreminja glede
na stacionarnega opazovalca, kar lahko opazujemo kot Dopplerjev premik spektralnih cˇrt.
Dvojne zvezde, odkrite s to metodo, imenujemo spektroskopske dvojnice. Prekrivalne (fo-
tometricˇne) dvojnice zaznamo kot periodicˇne spremembe gostote svetlobnega toka, kar se
zgodi, cˇe je naklon tirnice dvojnega sistema glede na opazovalca takšen, da v dolocˇenem
trenutku ena izmed zvezd precˇka ploskev druge ter zakrije del svetlobe, kar opazimo kot
mrk. Cˇe sta obliki zvezd znatno popacˇeni, je mogocˇe zaznati dvojno naravo iz svetlob-
nih krivulj tudi v primerih, ko orientacija sistema ne povzrocˇa mrkov. Takšne dvojnice
imenujemo elipsoidalne spremenljivke. Analiza svetlobnih krivulj prekrivalnih dvojnic
nam omogocˇa dolocˇiti vrednosti parametrov, ki so povezani z morfologijo, tirnico, rel-
ativnimi velikostmi in sevalnimi lastnostmi sistema. Cˇe fotometricˇna in spektroskopska
opazovanja dvojnice vsebujejo mrke in radialne hitrosti za obe zvezdi, njihova analiza
lahko popolnoma opiše dvojnico z absolutnimi vrednostmi vseh parametrov: zvezdne
mase, polmere, veliko polos in naklon tirnice, temperaturi, itd. Te vrednosti so kljucˇnega
pomena pri analizi statisticˇnih vzorcev, ki se uporabljajo za omejitev teorij nastanka in
razvoja zvezd. Poleg tega da nam dvojne zvezde zagotavljajo te vrednosti iz neposrednih
meritev, so tesne dvojnice pomembne za razumevanje razvoja zvezd, saj zvezdi lahko vpli-
vata druga na drugo s prenosom mase, kar lahko bistveno spremeni njihovo evolucijsko
pot. Prenos mase lahko povzrocˇi tudi nastanek in vcˇasih posledicˇno izgubo skupne ovo-
jnice. Posledica tega so še tesnejše tirnice in/ali kontaktne dvojnice (González Martínez-
País et al. 2014).
Kontaktne dvojnice so koncˇni rezultat nenavadne zvezdne evolucijske poti, pri katerem
sta zvezdi v fizicˇnem stiku in si delita ovojnico. Orbitalni cˇasi kontaktnih dvojnic so zelo
kratki (0.3–1 dan (Webbink 2003)) in njihove svetlobne krivulje kažejo neprekinjeno
spreminjanje svetlobe. Najpomembnejši predstavniki kontaktnih dvojnic so tako imen-
ovane W UMa zvezde, katerih svetlobne krivulje imajo mrke skoraj enakih globin, brez
znacˇilnih barvnih sprememb, kar kaže na podobno površinsko temperaturo obeh kom-
ponent. Ker sta njihovi evolucijski fazi in efektivni temperaturi podobni, bi pricˇakovali,
da imata obe komponenti tudi podobni masi, vendar spektroskopske analize pokažejo,
da ima vecˇina kontaktnih dvojnic masna razmerja manjša od 1: tipicˇna vrednost mas-
nega razmerja je q = 0.5 in lahko doseže celo do 0.07-0.08 (Rucinski et al. 2001;
Arbutina 2009). To pomeni, da opazovalne lastnosti W UMa dvojnic lahko opišemo
kvecˇjemu s kompleksnimi modeli prenosa mase in energije v skupni ovojnici. Evolucija
dveh zvezd v stabilno kontaktno konfiguracijo je bila predmet razprav in predlaganih
je vecˇ mehanizmov, ki razlagajo nastanek tesnih sistemov iz locˇenih, med katerimi sta
model skupne ovojnice s prenosom mase (Paczynski 1976) in Kozaijevi cikli s plim-
skim trenjem (Eggleton & Kisseleva-Eggleton 2006). Za opis hidro- in termodinamske
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strukture kontaktnih ovojnic tudi imamo na voljo nekaj modelov (Lucy 1968, 1976; Flan-
nery 1976; Shu et al. 1976; Kähler 2003), toda noben ne more popolnoma opisati vseh
opazovanih lastnosti. Po drugi strani je številcˇnost teh teles botrovala pogostim anal-
izam kontaktnih dvojnic in dolocˇanju parametrov sistema s pomocˇjo modelov sevalnega
prenosa posameznih zvezd. Ti modeli temeljijo na predpostavkah, ki jih kontaktne dvo-
jnice pogosto kršijo. Posledicˇno, dolocˇeni parametri sistema niso nujno zanesljivi in lahko
povzrocˇijo nefizikalne skoke v porazdelitvi površinske temperature modela v primeru, ko
sta temperaturi komponent znatno razlicˇni.
Obenem je hiter razvoj tehnološke opreme in racˇunske mocˇi povzrocˇil eksponentno
rast visokokakovostnih podatkov, zaradi cˇesar so pregledi neba danes v samem jedru as-
tronomskih raziskav. Pregledi neba, kot sta Hipparcos (1989-1993) (Perryman et al. 1997)
in 2MASS (1997-2001) (Skrutskie et al. 2006), so bili namenjeni natancˇnim meritvam as-
trometricˇnim položajev in fotometricˇnih lastnosti zvezd ter so ustvarili obsežne zvezdne
kataloge milijonov zvezd (∼ 2.5 milijonov v katalogu Tycho-2 in ∼ 470 milijonov v po-
datkovni bazi 2MASS). Spektrofotometricˇni pregledi, kot sta SDSS (York et al. 2000) in
RAVE (Steinmetz et al. 2006), so te podatkovne baze razširili s spektroskopskimi merit-
vami gibanja zvezd v naši Galaksiji in izdelali kinematicˇne kataloge vecˇ milijonov zvezd
(∼ 500, 000 v RAVE, ∼ 3 milijonov v SDSS). V ospredju obsežnih spektroskopskih pre-
gledih so danes HERMES-Galah (Zucker et al. 2012) in Gaia-ESO (Gilmore et al. 2012),
s poudarkom predvsem na študiju galakticˇne arheologije, ki si prizadeva rekonstruirati
strukturo in razvoj naše Galaksije z merjenjem starosti in kemicˇne strukture zvezdnih
populacij. Po drugi strani so študije planetov izven našega Osoncˇja spodbudile izdelavo
zelo obcˇutljivih fotometricˇnih inštrumentov in misij kot sta Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010)
in OGLE (Udalski et al. 2015), ki so ustvarili velike baze (∼ 150, 000 zvezd pri misiji
Kepler in ∼ 5 milijonov pri pregledu OGLE) visokokakovostnih fotometricˇnih podatkov.
Misija Gaia je trenutno najvecˇji pregled celotnega neba, ki izvaja astrometricˇne, spektro-
fotometricˇne in meritve radialnih hitrosti približno milijarde zvezd v naši galaksiji. Le-te
zajemajo širok razpon znanstvenih ciljev, kot so: študij nastanka in razvoja naše Galaksije,
zaznavanje planetov okrog drugih zvezd, zvezdna astrofizika, testiranje kozmoloških mod-
elov in temeljne fizike (Perryman et al. 2001). S tem naborom podatkov lahko zgradimo
velike statisticˇne vzorce razlicˇnih vrst nebesnih teles, ki zagotavljajo orodja za obsežen
študij naše Galaksije in celotnega vesolja.
Pomanjkanje natancˇnih modelov kontaktnih dvojnic, skupaj z velikim prilivom po-
datkov iz fotometricˇnih in spektroskopskih pregledov neba, je glavna motivacija za to
doktorsko disertacijo. Razvoj avtomatiziranih metod za odkrivanje in klasifikacijo dvo-
jnih zvezd prinaša hitro identifikacijo kontaktnih dvojnic, medtem ko razvoj splošne kode
za sevalni prenos, ki deluje s kateremkoli modelom zvezd ali kontaknih dvojnic, bo prispe-
val k bolj natancˇni obravnavi teh teles in opredelitvi njihovega prispevka k razumevanju
populacije, nastanka in razvoja zvezd.
teoreticˇni modeli enojnih in dvojnih zvezd
Za opis dvojnih zvezd pogosto uporabljamo Rocheov model, ki je formuliran tako, da
lahko kvantitativno opiše vse vrste gravitacijsko vezanih sistemov dveh teles ne glede na
odstopanja oblike površine od sfere. Model temelji na naslednjih predpostavkah:
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• komponenti dvojnice se vedata kot tocˇkasti masi, torej je potencial enak vsoti grav-
itacijskih prispevkov dveh tocˇkastih mas in centrifugalnega prispevka rotacije sis-
tema,
• karakteristicˇni cˇasi neradialnih oscilacij so zanemarljivo majhni v primerjavi z or-
bitalnim cˇasom,
• zvezde se vrtijo okoli lastne osi kot toga telesa.
Zvezdne površine, izracˇunane z Rocheovim modelom, so pogosto dobri približki prave
zvezdne oblike, vendar so predpostavke lahko neprimerne za opis bolj kompleksnih fizikalnih
mehanizmov, npr. za diferencialno rotacijo.
Potencial, ki opiše gravitacijsko in centrifugalno silo sistema, lahko zapišemo kot:









kjer sta r1 in r2 oddaljenosti tocˇkaste testne mase od težišcˇ primarne in sekundarne kompo-
nente. Cˇe izrazimo vse razdalje s pomocˇjo r1 = r in velike polosi tirnice a, kotno hitrost
ω iz tretjega Keplerjevega zakona in uvedemo:







dobimo brezdimenzijsko obliko Rocheovega potenciala kot funkcijo brezdimenzijske raz-







1 − 2λr + r2
− λr
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+ 12(q+ 1)r2(1 − ν2) (6.3)
Oblike nekaterih ekvipotencialnih površin so prikazane na sliki P1. Za dolocˇeno vred-
nost potenciala (ΩL1) se zvezdi dotikata le v eni tocˇki. Ta ekvipotencial se imenuje
Rocheov oval in je bistvenega pomena za klasifikacijo in razvoj dvojnih zvezd.
Glede na to, ali je potencial zvezde vecˇji, manjši ali enak potencialu Rocheovega ovala,
dvojnica lahko sodi v enega od naslednjih treh morfoloških razredov:
• Locˇene dvojnice - potenciali zvezdnih površin so taki, da sta zvezdi popolnoma
locˇeni in neodvisni druga od druge.
• Pollocˇene dvojnice - ena od zvezd zapolnjuje svoj Rocheov oval, kar lahko povzrocˇi
pretok mase na drugo zvezdo. Razvoj dveh komponent pri takih dvojnicah ne poteka
neodvisno.
• Kontaktne dvojnice - obe komponenti zapolnjujeta svoj Rocheov oval in si delita
skupno ovojnico. Zvezdi sta lahko tudi v termicˇnem ravnovesju, njun razvoj pa je
mocˇno povezan. Ker sta zvezdi na istem ekvipotencialu, lahko uporabimo en sam
parameter, ki se imenuje zapolnitveni faktor (fillout factor) in je definiran kot:
FF =
ΩL1 −Ωs
ΩL1 −ΩL2 , (6.4)
kjer so ΩL1, ΩL2 in Ωs vrednosti Rocheovega potenciala notranje kriticˇne, zunanje
kriticˇne in zvezdne ekvipotencialne površine.
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Slika P1: Konture ekvipotencialnih površin (polne cˇrte) in dveh kriticˇnih ekvipotencialov (prekin-
jene cˇrte) v orbitalni ravnini dvojne zvezde s q = 0.5.
Za opis notranje strukture zvezd pogosto uporabljamo politropne modele, ki povezujejo
tlak in gostoto preko potencˇne zveze:
P = Kργ = ρ1+
1
n . (6.5)




kjer je ρc centralna gostota in θ brezdimenzijska spremenljivka. Tlak in temperatura v
notranjosti zvezde sta potem:
P = Kρcθn+1 = Pcθn+1 in T = Tcθ . (6.7)
kjer sta Pc = Kρc in Tc tlak in temperatura v centru zvezde.





















V trenutni verziji kode za sevalni prenos COBAIN je struktura zvezd dolocˇena s po-
mocˇjo Lane-Emdenove enacˇbe za plimsko popacˇene (Mohan & Saxena 1983) in diferen-
cialno rotirajocˇe zvezde (Mohan et al. 1991).
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kontaktne dvojnice v fotometricˇnih in spektroskopskih pregledih neba
Tehnološki napredek v zadnjih desetletjih je omogocˇil obsežne preglede neba, ki v cˇasu
nekaj let opazujejo in zbirajo podatke s tisocˇ, milijonov ali celo milijard zvezd. Eden
od kljucˇnih korakov zacˇetne obdelave teh podatkov je odkrivanje in klasifikacija spre-
menljivih teles. Karakteristicˇne svetlobne krivulje in spektre dvojnic sicer lahko klasifici-
ramo rocˇno, vendar velikost sedanjih podatkovnih baz, ki jih proizvajajo pregledi neba,
zahteva uporabo avtomatiziranih metod, ki lahko klasificirajo milijone zvezd v kratkem
cˇasu. Vecˇina sodobnih tehnik klasifikacije se sklicuje bodisi na iskanje bistvenih znacˇil-
nosti (oznacˇevalcev) bodisi na zmanjšanje dimenzije podatkov za enostavnejši vizualni
pregled in kvantitativno klasifikacijo. Metode zmanjševanja dimenzij izracˇunajo dvo- ali
tri-dimenzijsko projekcijo, ki ohranja podobnosti vecˇdimenzijskega prostora v relativnih
razdaljah med tocˇkami. V splošnem, baza M podatkovnih tocˇk dimenzije N predstavlja
M × N vhodno matriko. Algoritem za zmanjšanje dimenzije nato ustvari M × 3 ali M × 2
projekcijo vhodne matrike v kateri tocˇke, ki ustrezajo podobnim svetlobnim krivuljam
ali spektrom v visokodimenzijskem prostoru, ležijo blizu skupaj. Projekciji lahko pri-
lagodimo parametrizirano analiticˇno funkcijo, ki omogocˇa gladko kvantitativno shemo
razvrstitve, ali pa jo posredujemo algoritmu grucˇenja, ki lahko identificira in oznacˇi posamezne
skupine. Koncˇni rezultat je M × 1 matrika klasifikacijskih oznak.
Metoda lokalno linearnega vstavljanja (Locally linear embedding; LLE) je nenadzorovan
algoritem, ki zmanjša dimenzijo tako, da ohranja okolice tocˇk visokodimenzijskega pros-
tora (Roweis & Saul 2000). Dvostopenjska LLE projekcija, kjer naprej naredimo tridimen-
zijsko projekcijo visokodimenzijskega prostora in jo potem uporabimo kot vhodno ma-
triko za dvodimenzijsko projekcijo, daje gladke krivulje, ki jim je mogocˇe prilagoditi en-
odimenzionalni zlepek polinomov. Vzdolž zlepka lahko definiramo enakomerno narašcˇa-
jocˇi klasifikacijski parameter. LLE klasifikacija dvojnic s prilagajenjem zlepka je bila
prvicˇ uvedena v Matijevicˇ et al. (2012a) za klasifikacijo Keplerjevih prekrivalnih dvojnic
in je edina, ki zagotavlja samodejno in kvantitativno gladko klasifikacijo.
Za zmanjševanje dimenzij lahko uporabimo tudi metodo t-SNE. Preizkus uspešnosti
t-SNE na svetlobnih krivuljah prekrivalnih dvojnic je bil izveden s primerjavo le-te s
klasifikacijo LLE za Keplerske dvojnice. Porazdelitev parametra LLE morph s t-SNE
projekcijo na podatke v katalogu je podana na Sliki P2. Skladnost med obema metodama
je ocˇitna iz gladke variacije parametra na projekciji od 0 na enem koncu do 1 na drugem
koncu projekcije. Nadaljnja primerjava pokaže tudi uspešnost dvostopenjske projekcije
t-SNE za locˇevanje glavnih vrst prekrivalnih dvojnic: telesa z morph ≲ 0.4, ki ustrezajo
locˇenim dvojnicam, so v locˇeni skupini od tistih, ki imajo 0.4 ≲ morph ≲ 0.8 in od tistih z
0.7 ≲ morph ≲ 0.8. Tisti z morph ≳ 0.8 ustrezajo elitipticˇnim spremenljivkam in telesom
z negotovo klasifikacijo in so združeni v najvišjo skupino, locˇeno od vseh prejšnjih.
Metodi t-SNE in DBSCAN sta bili uporabljeni tudi pri raziskavi ucˇinkov vzorcˇenja po-
datkov in možnostih zaznavanja prekrivalnih dvojnic z misijo Gaia (Kochoska et al. 2017).
Vhodna matrika pri tej raziskavi je sestavljena iz simuliranih svetlobnih krivulj Keplerje-
vih dvojnic, kot bi jih opazovala Gaia z nominalnim opazovalnim zakonom (Gaia Col-
laboration et al. 2016). Simuliranim opazovanjem smo prilagodili analiticˇne modele, ki
jih nato izracˇunamo v istem nizu faznih tocˇk. Analiticˇna modela, uporabljena pri prilaga-
janju svetlobnih krivulj, sta polyfit (Prša et al. 2008) in model dvojnih Gaussovih krivulj
















Slika P2: Porazdelitev parametra LLE morph na ND→3D→2D (levo) in ND→2D (desno) t-SNE
projekciji. Avtorstvo slike: Kirk et al., The Astronomical Journal, 151, 2016.




















Slika P3: Levo: t-SNE+DBSCAN na 2000 modelih dvojnih Gaussovih krivulj za simulirana
Gaia opazovanja. Desno: povprecˇje vseh normaliziranih krivulj v dolocˇenem razredu;
sencˇenje dolocˇa obmocˇje [−σ,σ] okoli povprecˇne vrednosti pri dani orbitalni fazi. Av-
torstvo slike: Kochoska et al., A&A, 602, 9, 2017, reproducirano z dovoljenjem© ESO.
za katere je najbolj verjetno, da jih bomo zaznali kot takšne z misijo Gaia. DBSCAN
v projekciji zazna devet razredov (Slika P3), oznacˇenih od 1 do 9. Ti so predlagani za
klasifikacijo šestih glavnih razredov, ki se nanašajo na morfologijo svetlobnih krivulj, s
podrazredi, ki temeljijo na geometrijskihih lastnostih svetlobnih krivulj. (Tabela P1).
Kot je videti iz Tabele P1, razred D vsebuje locˇene dvojnice, D + SD vsebuje locˇene in
pollocˇene, SD + CB vsebuje pollocˇene in kontaktne dvojnic, CB vsebuje kontaktne dvo-
jnice, CB + ELV vsebuje kontaktne dvojnice in elipsoidalne spremenljivke, razred ELF
pa vsebuje izkljucˇno elipsoidalne modele. Morfološki tip dvojnic v razredih, ki vsebujejo
prekrivajocˇe se morfološke tipe (D + SD, SD + CB in CB + ELV), lahko dolocˇimo le
s polnim modeliranjem sistema. Podrazredi so definirani glede na geometrijske lastnosti
modela: en znacˇilen mrk (D-1 in D + SD-1) ali dva znacˇilna mrka (D-2 in D + SD-2 ). V
podrazredih CB + ELV sta v vecˇini primerov vidna dva mrka, podskupine so pa dolocˇene
s širino in globino mrkov.
Kontaktne dvojnice, ki jih najdemo v razredih 7 in 8, obsegajo približno 40% celotnega
vzorca dvojnic, ki jih je mogocˇe zaznati z misijo Gaia. Ta delež je precej višji od deleža
kontaktnih dvojnic pri drugih pregledih neba (10% pri Keplerju in 20% pri OGLE-4). Ra-
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Tabela P1: Predlagana klasifikacija za Gaia-simulirane svetlobne krivulje. Avtorstvo tabele: Ko-
choska et al., A&A, 602, 9, 2017, reproducirano z dovoljenjem© ESO
razred opis razreda podrazred razred št. opis podrazreda število zvezd %
D locˇene dvojnice
D-1 1 en znacˇilen mrk 429 21
D-2 2 dva znacˇilna mrka 105 5
D+SD locˇene in pollocˇene dvojnice
D+SD-1 3 en znacˇilen mrk 178 9
D+SD-2 4 dva znacˇilna mrka 180 9
SD+CB pollocˇene in kontaktne dvojnice / 5 208 10
CB kontaktne dvojnice / 6 115 6
CB+ELV kontaktne dvojnice in elipsoidalne spremenljivke
CB+ELV-a 7 razmerje globine mrkov < 1 212 11
CB+ELV-b 8 razmerje globine mrkov ∼ 1 403 20
ELF elipticˇni modeli / 9 172 9
zlog za to je predvsem opazovalni vzorec - zaradi neenakomernega opazovanja pri misiji
Gaia je lažje zaznati sisteme s kratkimi orbitalnimi cˇasi in neprekinjenim spreminjanjem
svetlobe. Od 1 milijarde teles, ki jih Gaia opazuje, se pricˇakuje, da bodo nekaj milijonov
od teh prekrivalne dvojnice: od in pol milijona (Dischler & Söderhjelm 2005), preko štirih
milijonov (Eyer et al. 2013), vse do sedem milijonov (Zwitter 2002). Posledicˇno bo Gaia
prispevala ∼200,000–1.5 milijonov novih kontaktnih dvojnic. Razlicˇne vrste opazovanj,
opravljene z misijo Gaia (fotometrija, spektroskopija, astrometrija), nam bodo prinesle
neverjetno bogastvo podatkov o teh sistemih, natancˇno modeliranje je pa bistvenega pom-
ena tako za analizo posameznih sistemov kot za populacijsko statistiko kontaktnih dvo-
jnic.
modeliranje kontaktnih dvojnic
Za modeliranje dvojnic danes uporabljamo kode na formalizmu Rocheove geometrije in
sevalnih lastnosti zvezd. Wilson-Devinney (WD) (Wilson & Devinney 1971) je prva koda,
ki je pri modeliranju dvojnic vkljucˇila Rocheovo geometrijo za krožne, sinhronizirane
tirnice ter asinhronizirane in elipsoidalne tirnice (Wilson 1979). PHOEBE (PHysics Of
Eclipsing BinariEs) (Prša & Zwitter 2005) je koda zgrajena na osnovi WD in ohranja
popolno združljivost z WD, vendar so avtorji vpeljali nekaj izboljšav na podrocˇju fizikalnih,
racˇunskih in tehnicˇnih zmogljivosti. PHOEBE 2.0 je na novo napisana koda PHOEBE-ja.
Zaradi uvajanja novega nacˇina diskretizacije površine in uvedbe dodatne fizike, PHOEBE
2.0 ne temelji vecˇ na Wilson-Devinney-jevem modelu. Površina zvezd je diskretizirana s
pomocˇjo koracˇne (marching) metode, ki ustvari mrežo karseda enakomernih trikotnikov,
ki pokrijejo celotno površino. Zvezda se nato obravnava kot neprozorno telo, katere ge-
ometricˇne in fizikalne lastnosti so dolocˇene s sevalnimi lastnostmi vsakega trikotnika.
Površine kontaktnih dvojnic v WD in PHOEBE 1.0 so sestavljene iz sestavljenih površin
primarne in sekundarne zvezde. Sevalne lastnosti kontaktne ovojnice so tudi izracˇunane
za vsako polovico na podlagi polarne temperature posamezne zvezde, kar pomeni, da
lahko pride do nefizikalnih temperaturnih skokov v sticˇišcˇu, cˇe sta temperaturi kompo-
nent razlicˇni. Ta nefizikalni pristop k modeliranju lahko privede do znatne napake izracˇu-
nanih parametrov sistema. Za ilustracijo temperaturnega skoka v sticˇišcˇu ovojnice in ob-
like sinteticˇne svetlobne krivulje smo izbrali dvojnico z objavljenim modelom v litera-
turi, ki kaže na veliko temperaturno razliko komponent. Svetlobno krivuljo, izracˇunano
s temperaturnim skokom, smo primerjali z vrsto svetlobnih krivulj, kjer je porazdelitev
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površinskih temperatur zglajena s pomocˇjo Gaussovih krivulj. Razliko vidimo na Sliki P4.
Ta efekt je pomemben pri velikih temperaturnih razlikah, vendar to ne pomeni, da so
modeli atmosfere posameznih zvezd primerni za modeliranje kontaktnih dvojnic. Kontak-
tne dvojnice ocˇitno kršijo predpostavko o sferni simetriji zaradi svoje plimsko popacˇene
površine in prisotnosti dveh virov sevanja. Tudi v modelih, ki ne privzamejo lokalnega ter-
modinamskega ravnovesja, še vedno obstaja predpostavka o atmosferi v hidrodinamskem
ravnovesju, ki ne velja nujno za atmosfere kontaktnih dvojnic. Razlicˇne gostote in temper-
ature dveh komponent lahko povzrocˇijo tokove, ki bistveno vplivajo na prenos toplote in
sevanja. Torej, za pravilno modeliranje kontaktnih dvojnic potrebujemo posebne modele
za izracˇun njihovih atmosfer, ki lahko vzamejo v poštev vse zgoraj navedene ucˇinke.


































Slika P4: Zglajene porazdelitve površinskih temperatur s razlicˇnimi uteži povrprecˇne temperature
v vratu (levo) in ustrezne svetlobne krivulje (desno) za dvojnico BL And.
sevalni prenos v atmosferah kontaktnih dvojnic
Pomanjkanje atmosferskih tabel za kontaktne dvojnice je glavna motivacija za razvoj
nove, splošne kode za sevalni prenos. Naše razumevanje strukture in dinamike teh sis-
temov temelji le na njihovih fotometricˇnih in spektroskopskih podatkih, katerih natancˇna
analiza zahteva natancˇne atmosferske modele, za katere potrebujemo hidrodinamske mod-
ele strukture. Koda COBAIN (COntact Binary Atmospheres with INterpolation) je prvi
korak k doseganju tega ambicioznega cilja. Koda trenutno podpira izracˇun sevalnega
prenosa v sivi atmosferi nerotirajocˇih, enakomerno in diferencialno rotirajocˇih zvezd ter
kontaktnih dvojnic, ki jih modeliramo s podrazdeljenimi kartezicˇnimi mrežami ali vecˇ-
plastnimi ekvipotencialnimi mrežami. Izracˇun sevalnega prenosa je popolnoma splošen in
ga je mogocˇe uporabiti pri kateremkoli modelu izbranih struktur zvezdnih teles ob pred-
postavki, da ga je preprosto parametrizirati v sfernih ali kartezicˇnih koordinatah. Zaradi
omejitve na sivo atmosfero model trenutno ne more napovedati celotnih spektrov kontak-
tnih dvojnic, temvecˇ povprecˇno porazdelitev svetlobne intenzitete v vseh smereh.
Pri velikih opticˇnih globinah v notranjosti zvezd in globjih plasteh atmosfere je sevanje
v skoraj popolnem termodinamskem ravnovesju in natancˇno sledi Planckovemu zakonu.
Ker se opticˇna globina v zgornjih plasteh atmosfere zmanjša, se povprecˇna prosta pot
fotonov povecˇuje, ucˇinki absorpcije in sipanja pa postanejo izrazitejši. Zato so zanimive
tocˇke pri izracˇunih sevalnega prenosa tiste, ki so v tanki plasti blizu površine zvezd. V
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kodi COBAIN to upoštevamo s tridimenzijskimi mrežami ki bolj na gosto pokrivajo plasti
blizu površine zvezde in bolj na redko zvezdno notranjost.
Cˇas izracˇuna dodatno zmanjšamo s predpostavko, da je mreža simetricˇna glede na xy
in xz:
f (θ) = f (π − θ) and f (φ) = f (−φ) , (6.10)
kar pomeni, da lahko zgradimo le cˇetrt mreže v obmocˇju [xmin, xmax], [0, ymax], [0, zmax].
Tridimenzijsko podrazdeljeno kartezicˇno mrežo zvezde ustvarimo s pomocˇjo vecˇstopen-
jskega razdeljevanja kartezicˇnih polj. Pri tem zacˇnemo z majhnim številom polj ter razde-
limo tiste, ki sekajo površino zvezde. Tako pri vsaki razdelitvi iz enega polja dobimo osem
novih. Vecˇje število razdelitev zagotavlja bolj gosto vzorcˇenje mreže.
Vecˇplastna ekvipotencialna mreža se izracˇuna v nizu Rocheovih potencialov, vzorcˇenih
v mreži sfernih kotov. Za vsak par (θ,φ) se ustrezna radialna razdalja za dolocˇeno vred-
nost potenciala izracˇuna z uporabo metode Newton-Raphson. Posledicˇno, mreža potem
ni pravilna v (x, y, z) niti (r, θ,φ), temvecˇ v (Ω, θ,φ) in se lahko uporablja za hitro in
ucˇinkovito vecˇdimenzijsko interpolacijo vseh parametrov strukture in sevalne lastnosti
pri vecˇkratnih iteracijah.
Za izracˇun sevalnega prenosa je treba najprej podati hidrodinamsko strukturo, ki dolocˇa
porazdelitev gostote, tlaka in temperature v vsaki tocˇki mreže. Ker je ta korak popol-
noma neodvisen od sevalnega prenosa, lahko struktura temelji na poljubnem modelu,
kar omogocˇa svobodo raziskovanja vseh razpoložljivih hidrodinamskih modelov in te-
stiranje novih modelov kontaktnih dvojnic. Zaradi svoje preproste parametrizacije se v
tem trenutku uporabljajo politropne rešitve modelov diferencialne rotacije in plimsko
popacˇenih zvezd.
Ko so lastnosti mreže dolocˇene s hidrodinamskim modelom zvezdne notranjosti, se
neprozornost vsake tocˇke mreže izracˇuna z uporabo tabel OPAL (Iglesias & Rogers 1996).
Intenziteta svetlobe v vsaki tocˇki mreže se v kodi COBAIN izracˇuna z numericˇno inte-
gracijo formalne rešitve enacˇbe za sevalni prenos:
I(s) = I(s0)e−∆τ +
∫︁ ∆τ
0
S (t)e−(∆τ−t)dt . (6.11)
Numericˇna integracija enacˇbe zahteva poznavanje vrednosti intenzitete v zacˇetni tocˇki
s0 in vrednosti izvorne funkcije v vseh tocˇkah vzdolž žarka od s0 do s. Zacˇetne vrednosti
teh kolicˇin podamo s približkom sive atmosfere: I = S = σT 4/π. V vsaki nadaljnji
iteraciji se vrednosti prejšnje iteracije uporabijo pri integraciji formalne rešitve. Rešitev v
tocˇki s pri iteraciji i je potem:
Ii(s) = Ii−1(s0) +
∫︁ ∆τi−1
0







Cˇe predpostavimo, da je skupni energijski tok enak sevalnemu toku, vsa oddana en-
ergija (ki jo dobimo z jν = ανS ν) v vsaki tocˇki znotraj zvezde enaka vsej izgubljeni






κνρνS νdν . (6.14)
Cˇe upoštevamo frekvencˇno odvisnost izvirne funkcije in povprecˇne intenzitete, se lahko
njihove monokromatske vrednosti razlikujejo, vendar sevalno ravnovesje zahteva, da so
integrali pri vseh frekvencah enaki. Pri sivi atmosferi, kjer frekvencˇno odvisnost nadomes-
timo s srednjo vrednostjo, se integral poenostavi v J = S . Zaradi tega, v trenutnem sivem
približku atomsfere v COBAIN, izvirno funkcijo po vsaki iteraciji izracˇunamo preko sred-
nje vrednosti intenzitete v vsaki tocˇki:
S i = Ji . (6.15)
Sevalni prenos iteriramo dokler vrednosti izvirne funkcije in povprecˇne intenzitete v vsaki
tocˇki ne skonvergirata: |Ji − S i−1| < ε, kjer vrednost ε dolocˇi uporabnik.
Povprecˇna intenziteta in tok se izracˇunata z integracijo specificˇne intenzitete preko
celotnega prostorskega kota. Ker je I nacˇeloma funkcija sfernih kotov v vsaki tocˇki mreže,
je treba integrale izracˇunati z numericˇnimi približki ali kvadraturami, pri cˇemer se integral
nadomesti z uteženo vsoto tocˇk na enotski krogli S = {x ∈ R3 : ||x|| = 1} (Lebedev 1976):
∫︁
S
f (x⃗)dΩ = 4π
N−1∑︁
i=0
wi f (xi) = Q[ f ] kjer
N−1∑︁
i=0
wi = 1 . (6.16)
Izbira uteži in smeri je odvisna od kvadraturnih pravil. COBAIN uporablja kvadrature
Lebedev, izracˇunane s python modulom quadpy.
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ustrezajo smerem, propagiranim navznoter (π/2 < θ < π).
Temperatura v vsaki tocˇki mreže se po vsaki iteraciji izracˇuna kot T = F/σ1/4 in se
nove vrednosti neprozornosti interpolirajo iz vrednosti gostote (ki ostanejo nespremen-
jene) in novih vrednosti temperature.
Žarke propagiramo z dolocˇeno velikostjo koraka ∆s. Diskretne tocˇke vzdolž žarka do-
bimo kot:
p⃗i = r⃗ − i ∆s d⃗Ω za i = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...N (6.19)
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Vrednosti∆s in N izracˇunamo glede na položaj tocˇke v mreži. Enotna ali vnaprej dolocˇena
velikost koraka lahko povzrocˇi velike numericˇne napake zaradi odstopanj od predpostavl-
jene lokalne linearnosti strukturnih lastnosti vzdolž žarka.
Žarek propagiramo dokler eksponent e−τ ne doseže numericˇne nicˇle. Uporabljamo re-
alna števila z dvojno natancˇnostjo in izracˇun se zakljucˇi, ko kumulativna opticˇna globina
vzdolž žarka doseže ∆τ > 740. N je potem število tocˇk med e−τ = 1 in e−τ = 0.
Dokoncˇno, intenziteto v tocˇki r⃗ in smeri d⃗Ω lahko zapišemo kot:




Cˇas za izracˇun specificˇne intenzitete v eni smeri obsega ∼ 4 × 109 CPU ciklov. Zaradi
velikega števila tocˇk, ki jih je treba interpolirati vzdolž žarka, racˇunski cˇas narašcˇa z ∼
𝒪(N × Nd), pri cˇemer je N število tocˇk v mreži in Nd število smeri. Cˇas izracˇuna lahko
zmanjšamo z vecˇanjem koraka, vendar to lahko bistveno pokvari natancˇnost integracije
in zato ohranimo trenutno velikost koraka in izracˇunski cˇas optimiziramo s paralelizacijo
kode.
Ucˇinkovitost kode je bila preizkušena na modelih za nerotirajocˇe, enakomerno rotira-
jocˇe modele zvezd in nestabilno diferencialno rotirajocˇe zvezde, ter na modelu kontaktne
dvojnice. Modeli posameznih zvezd jasno kažejo, da porazdelitev intenzitete sledi ge-
ometriji in strukturi vhodnega modela že po prvi iteraciji ter je v skladu s pricˇakovano po-
razdelitvijo intenzitete v primeru stabilnih modelov nerotirajocˇe in enakomerno rotirajocˇe
zvezde. Kontaktne dvojnice kažejo na potrebo po vecˇji racˇunski mocˇi, saj je natancˇnost
rezultata zelo obcˇutljiva na gostoto mreže. Za primerjavo rezultatov simulacij z obsto-
jecˇimi modeli atmosfere je potrebna bolj napredna obdelava, ki zahteva izracˇun dejan-
skih fizicˇnih zvezdnih modelov, katerih notranje strukture ni mogocˇe opisati samo z enim
politropnim modelom. Poleg tega, aproksimacija sive atmosfere ne omogocˇa pravilne
obravnave ucˇinkov absorpcije in sipanja na razlicˇnih valovnih dolžinah, zato je monokro-
matska obravnava atmosfere kljucˇni del prihodnjega razvoja kode COBAIN. Racˇunanje
sevalnega prenosa pri velikem številu valovnih dolžin istocˇasno ni preprosta naloga in bi
še dodatno povecˇala racˇunski cˇas kode, zato je pridobitev zadostne racˇunske mocˇi bistvena
za uspeh tega projekta.
Iz teh razlogov je izracˇun atmosfere z uporabo kode COBAIN pri analizi svetlobnih
krivulj povsem neprakticˇen, zlasti pri velikem številu fotometricˇnih in spektroskopskih
podatkov. Za ta namen je v prihodnosti predviden izracˇun atmosferskih tabel kontak-
tnih dvojnic za razlicˇne hidrodinamske modele strukture in razlicˇne lastnosti dvojnic,
kot so npr. masno razmerje, površinski potencial, površinska temperatura, itd. Atmos-
ferske tabele kontaktnih dvojnic bi potem nadomestile trenutne tabele posameznih zvezd
v sodobnih programskih paketih za modeliranje dvojnih zvezd.
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